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Abstract

As high-end microprocessors continue to provide more and more computing power,

non-performance metrics such as security, availability, reliability, and usability have

become much more important. Errors and vulnerabilities in software programs have

caused significant losses of data and productivity throughout the world. Software

tools are available to help identify and prevent these problems, but they are often

not used in practice because of large runtime overheads and limited applicability. We

believe that hardware support can make these existing tools faster and more useful,

as well as provide new functionality that helps programmers write safer code.

We suggest using a monitor-and-recover programming paradigm to enhance soft-

ware reliability and propose an architectural design based on thread-level speculation

(TLS) that makes this paradigm more efficient and easier to program. Programmers

can add monitoring code, with normal sequential semantics, to examine the execu-

tion of a program. Our architecture reduces the resulting slowdown by speculatively

executing the monitoring code in parallel with the main computation. To recover

from errors, programmers can define fine-grain transactions whose side effects are ei-

ther committed or aborted via program control. These transactions are implemented

efficiently through TLS hardware support.

Our experimental results suggest that monitored execution is well-suited to this

parallelization model. Applying thread-level speculation improves the running time of

monitored code by a factor of 1.5. Together with a 1.9-times speedup from exploiting

additional single-thread instruction-level parallelism (ILP), an overall speedup of 2.8

is obtained, effectively 6.6 instructions per cycle in performance. Through a number

of real-life examples, we also show how fine-grain transactional programming can be

v



used to detect and recover from buffer overflow exploits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Developments in semiconductor technology and computer architecture over the past

years have led to tremendous increases in computing performance. Today’s high-

end microprocessors offer much more computing power than the vast majority of

existing software applications can fully utilize. On the other hand, non-performance

metrics such as security, availability, reliability, and usability have become much more

important. Errors and vulnerabilities in software programs have caused tremendous

losses of data and productivity in the workplace, catastrophic mission failures and

much more[39]. Researchers are beginning to look at how the abundance of computing

power that is available can be leveraged to address these “quality-of-life” computing

issues.

Despite much work in the past on code verification and error detection tools,

it remains the case that only small amounts of critical software can be proven to

be correct. As the old saying goes, “to err is human.” We believe that program

errors can never be fully eliminated from complex software. As a complement to

code verification techniques, we advocate introducing additional code into programs

to monitor whether they are behaving correctly and to recover from errors. Because

code monitoring can add significant overhead to a program’s execution time and error

recovery code can be complex, we propose the use of computer architecture support

to make this “monitor-and-recover” style of programming both more efficient and

easier to write.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Contributions

In this thesis, we identify two programming idioms that can be used to enhance soft-

ware reliability: the use of monitoring code to profile a program’s execution in order

to understand both its correct and incorrect behaviors, and the use of fine-grained

transactions to safely recover from detected errors. We propose an architectural de-

sign, based on thread-level speculation, to efficiently support both of these schemes.

Thread-level speculation, or TLS, was not initially proposed with software relia-

bility in mind; the first proposals shared a common goal of increasing the performance

of traditional sequential programs via speculative parallelization[1, 17, 42, 46, 51]. In

the TLS model a sequential program is divided up into threads, which may or may

not be dependent upon one another. The hardware executes the threads simultane-

ously, but monitors the read and write operations of each thread to detect any data

dependences that are violated due to the parallel execution. If a hazard is detected,

the hardware aborts the thread that is supposed to execute later in the original se-

quential execution, eliminating all its side effects. The advantage of this approach is

that the hardware can follow multiple threads of control at the same time, allowing

operations that are far apart to be executed simultaneously.

Indeed, our initial interest in TLS was motivated by a desire to speed up general-

purpose integer programs, but many researchers have found that broad goal to be

difficult to achieve. Our first contribution is a limit study on speculative parallelism

in the SPECint95 benchmarks, presented in Chapter 2. We show that single-level

loops do not possess enough parallelism or coverage, in general, to allow for decent

speedups. We broaden the scope of potential parallelism by considering procedure

continuations as an additional target. Still, the results on an infinite machine with

perfect synchronization are relatively limited.

There are still many different approaches one could take to improve the perfor-

mance, such as code transformations that may expose significant additional paral-

lelism, or the application of increasingly aggressive hardware structures. However, we

instead chose to look at using the TLS hardware to tackle issues specific to software

reliability, in particular by speeding up monitoring code and supporting fine-grain
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transactions. This leads to our further contributions as follows:

Efficient fine-grain code monitoring. To monitor the execution of a program prop-

erly, it is often necessary to invoke monitoring functions at relatively fine gran-

ularity throughout the execution of a program. Monitoring may be performed

at procedural or basic block boundaries or even for all memory operations.

Unfortunately, monitoring can add many more operations to a program. The

run-time overhead has curbed the use of monitoring in production code, and to

some extent, even in the software development and debugging cycle.

Monitoring functions need to observe the main program’s state, but unless

anomalies are detected, they do not have any effect on the execution of the

main program. Thus, these functions can often be run in parallel with the

main program as well as with each other. To keep programming simple, we

propose that programmers simply identify these monitoring codes and assume

that they are executed sequentially like any other functions in the program.

The hardware, however, will execute these monitoring functions in parallel with

the original program speculatively.

Because monitoring functions may be of potentially fine granularity, we adopt an

architecture most similar to the proposed DMT machine[1]. Our proposed ma-

chine builds on the concept of simultaneous multi-threading (SMT)[55], where a

dynamic scheduler allows threads to share a common pool of hardware resources.

Data hazards between threads are handled by augmenting the functionality of

the load-store queues. We use value prediction to minimize rollbacks due to

typical data hazards found in monitoring code.

Fine-grain transactional programming. Writing error recovery code is difficult be-

cause the code must reverse any side effects that are no longer desired. Bor-

rowing the concept of transactions from databases, we propose that portions of

program execution be structured as transactions. Each transaction is a unit of

computation whose side effects, which include all changes made to registers and

memory, can be committed or discarded as a unit. Error detection and recovery

can be achieved by simply applying an end-to-end check of the integrity of the
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computation after it is complete and rolling back the transaction to its initial

state if necessary.

To support transactional programming, we introduce a number of instructions

with which the software determines when to start a transaction and ultimately

whether to commit or abort. The TLS machine executes the transaction as a

speculative thread; the side effects are saved in the speculative buffers, which can

then be committed or discarded. The size of these buffers limits the amount

of side effects that can be allowed in a transaction, so we suggest using the

processor data cache to buffer larger amounts of transactional state. We also

present a fall-back software mechanism than can be used should the limited size

or associativity of the cache prevent a transaction from completing.

Empirical validation. We have evaluated our proposed architecture through a num-

ber of case studies. Our experiments with four different examples of execution

monitoring show that the hardware reduces the overhead of monitoring overall

by a factor of 2.8, and even provides a respectable factor of 1.5 speedup once

single-thread instruction-level parallelism (ILP) benefits are factored out. We

also show that the concept of fine-grain transactional programming is useful in

catching buffer overrun exploits through a number of real-life examples.

Evolution of new programming paradigms. This thesis tries to look ahead to the fu-

ture and proposes architectural concepts that promote new and more effective

programming paradigms that are considered impractical on today’s architec-

tures. The more traditional approach to computer architecture research has

been to tune our architectures according to the characteristics of existing ap-

plications. If we only optimize for today’s applications, the machines will be

ill-suited to new programming paradigms; on the other hand, without an effi-

cient implementation, new paradigms are hard to get established. Our approach

represents an attempt to break this cyclic dependency; we hope this will lead to

better combinations of programming paradigms and architectures that together

improves our ability to create reliable software.
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In the past, so much energy has been devoted to squeezing the last drops of per-

formance out of existing applications that we are seeing diminishing returns from new

architectural features that are proposed. Programs written in new paradigms have

different characteristics, and thus provide opportunities for new architectural develop-

ment. In particular, achieving significant performance gains by applying thread-level

speculation to existing general-purpose programs has proven difficult. We show

in this research that the self-monitoring programs are quite suitable for thread-level

speculation.

1.2 Thesis Organization

First, we examine some of the limits of applying thread-level speculation to general-

purpose integer code, as well as related work by other researchers, in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 describes our Monitor-and-Recover paradigm, with Section 3.1 discussing

the concept of execution monitoring: its uses, associated programming tools, and

the characteristics of the monitoring functions. Section 3.2 then motivates the need

for transactional programming and proposes some concrete high-level syntax for ex-

pressing transactions. Chapter 4 describes our machine architecture. We present

experimental evaluations of the Monitor-and-Recover paradigm, as well as related

work, in Chapter 5. Finally we conclude with Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

General Purpose Thread-level

Speculation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the basics of thread-level speculation and investigates how

much speculative thread-level parallelism can be found in integer programs depend-

ing on where those threads are created. Our studies show that speculating only on

loops does not yield much parallelism. We evaluate the use of speculative procedure

execution as a means to increase the available parallelism beyond that available in

loops, as well as the potential for data value prediction improve the performance of

speculative execution.

For a number of years, researchers have been exploring the use of speculative

threads to harness more of the parallelism in general-purpose programs [1, 17, 24, 31,

35, 46, 51]. In these proposed architectures, threads are extracted from a sequential

program and are run in parallel. If a speculative thread executes incorrectly, a recov-

ery mechanism is used to restore the machine state. While a superscalar processor can

only extract parallelism from a group of adjacent instructions fitting in a single hard-

ware instruction window, a thread-based machine can find parallelism among many

larger, non-sequential regions of a program’s execution. Speculative threads can also

exploit more parallelism than is possible with conventional multiprocessors that lack

6
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a recovery mechanism. Speculative threads are thus not limited by the programmer’s

or the compiler’s ability to find guaranteed parallel threads. Furthermore, specula-

tive threads have the potential to outperform even perfect static parallelization by

exploiting dynamic parallelism, unlike a multiprocessor which requires conservative

synchronization to preserve correct program semantics.

Several hardware designs have been proposed for this thread-level speculation

(TLS) model, but many of the speedups reported for large, general-purpose integer

code have been limited[1, 17, 24, 31, 35, 46, 51]. However, it is important to note

that these experiments evaluated not only the proposed hardware, but also the choices

made by the researcher or the compiler as to where to apply speculative execution.

The decision on where to speculate can make a large difference in the resulting per-

formance. If the performance is poor, we gain little insight on why it does not work,

or whether it is the parallelization scheme or machine model (or both) that should

be improved. As a consequence, poor results may not reflect any inherent limitations

of the TLS model, but rather the way it was applied.

The goal of this chapter is to evaluate different sources of speculative parallelism

running on the same machine configuration to see how they compare. To search

through a large space of parallelization schemes effectively, we work with simple ma-

chine models and a relatively simple trace-driven simulation tool.

We define an optimal TLS machine that incurs no overhead in executing the

parallel threads and can delay the computation of a thread perfectly to avoid the need

to rollback any of the computation. To keep the experiments simple and relatively

fast, we assume a base in-order machine that executes one instruction per cycle.

Many different synchronization schemes have previously been proposed to minimize

rollbacks, such as adding synchronization operations to the code statically or inserting

them dynamically as rollbacks are detected, for example[10, 33]. We can use the

optimal machine to derive an upper bound on the performance achievable using any

possible synchronization optimizations. The optimal machine serves as an effective

tool for filtering out inadequate parallelization techniques, since techniques that do

not work well on this machine will not work well on a real machine of a similar design.

We vary the resources available on our optimal TLS machine in the experiment,
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supporting 4, 8, or an infinite number of concurrent threads.

We also define a base TLS machine that is similar to the optimal version but makes

no attempt to eliminate rollbacks through synchronization. The machine simply

executes the instructions of each thread in sequence; if the data used is found to be

stale, and the value was not correctly predicted, the machine restarts the thread.

The performance of a particular synchronization scheme should thus fall between the

bounds established by the optimal and base machines.

To explore the potential of various parallelization schemes in an efficient manner,

we have created a trace-driven simulation tool that can simultaneously evaluate mul-

tiple parallelization choices. We also use this tool to collect statistical data describing

the parallel behavior of the program.

Our experiments have led to the following contributions:

• We found that it is inadequate to exploit only loop-level parallelism, the form

of parallelism that is used almost exclusively in many prior studies. Our tool

simultaneously evaluates all possible choices of which level in a loop nest to

speculate on. Even with optimal loop-level choices for speculation and optimal

data dependence synchronization, the speedup obtained is low. This is due to

a combination of the limited parallelism of loops in non-numeric code and the

time spent in sequentially executed code found outside of the parallelized loops.

• We found that procedures can provide a useful source of speculative parallelism.

In procedural speculation, another thread speculatively executes the code fol-

lowing the return of the procedure at the same time the procedure body is itself

being executed. Procedure boundaries often separate fairly independent com-

putations, and there are many of them in most programs. Thus, procedure calls

provide important opportunities for parallelism and can complement loops as a

source of thread-level parallelism.

• We also evaluated the potential of using simple value prediction to improve

speculative parallelism. In particular, predicting the value returned by a proce-

dure (return value prediction) can greatly reduce the data dependences between

the procedure execution and the following computation. Value prediction can
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also eliminate important data dependence constraints across iterations of spec-

ulatively executed loops.

This work shows some of the limitations of certain parallelization schemes, such as

parallelizing only loops, and evaluates the potential benefits of procedural speculation

and value prediction. As the related work in Section 2.8 discusses, further TLS

proposals have investigated additional sources of parallelism from more arbitrary

code regions as well as the benefits of more aggressive value prediction. Many of these

schemes require significant additional hardware in order to be successful, however.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we describe the TLS

machine model in more detail, followed by the simulation methodology in Section 2.3.

In Section 2.4 we present results on using the optimal TLS model to exploit loop-

level parallelism. We investigate the use of procedural speculation in Section 2.5.

Section 2.6 contains the results of combining loop-level and procedure-level specu-

lation. In Section 2.7 we present the performance results of both the optimal and

base machines with finite resources. Related work is discussed in Section 2.8 and we

conclude in Section 2.9.

2.2 The TLS Machine Model

In the TLS machine model, a normally sequential execution is explicitly divided into

multiple threads which are run in parallel. This process is shown in Figure 2.1, where

the sequential execution in (A) is divided into four threads for concurrent execution in

(B). Note that the first thread in the machine, thread 1, comes earliest in the original

sequential execution. It is not dependent on any other thread in the machine, so we

know its execution will be correct and thus it does not execute speculatively. There is

always just one such thread in the machine at a time, so we refer to such a thread as

the sequential or head thread. Threads 2, 3, and 4 in the example are each executing

speculatively. As the current head thread retires, each will successively become the

new head thread in turn, as long as their execution is validated.

To preserve correct sequential execution semantics, the side effects of each specu-

lative thread are saved in a separate speculative state. Each thread observes all write
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Figure 2.1: Normal Sequential Execution and the TLS Counterpart

operations from threads that occur earlier in the sequential execution sequence, using

the most recent values seen at each point, and detects dependence violations once

they occur. There are two forms of dependence violation:

• (true) data dependence. A thread detects a dependence violation if it discovers

that an earlier thread has generated a value that it needs after it has already

speculatively computed with an outdated value. A memory data dependence

violation is shown in Figure 2.2(A). Conflicts due to true dependences are the

only form of data dependence violation observed. Anti-dependences (or storage

dependences) do not cause a violation. That is, write operations by a later

thread do not affect the values read by an earlier thread, and therefore these

operations need not be ordered. Similarly, actions of earlier threads have no

effect on a later thread that first writes then reads the same location.

• control dependence. A thread detects a control dependence violation if the

control flow of an earlier thread causes the subsequent thread not to be executed

at all. For example, an early exit taken by an iteration of a loop would render
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Figure 2.2: TLS Re-execution Following a Data Dependence Violation

the speculative execution of all subsequent iterations invalid.

If a violation occurs, the processor throws away the speculative state and, in the

case of a data dependence violation, restarts the thread, as shown in Figure 2.2(B).

If there are no violations, the speculative state is committed when all threads repre-

senting earlier segments of the sequential execution have committed.

Based on this ordering of the threads by their expected occurrence in the sequential

execution, we sometimes refer to the threads as more- or less-speculative, or lower-

or higher-priority. Referring to the preceding figures, thread 1 would be considered

least-speculative (it is in fact non-speculative) and highest-priority as well, as its

execution is guaranteed to be correct. Thread 4 represents speculation furthest out

in the execution stream from what we know to be correct; it may be forced to restart
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due to a data or control dependence violation with any of the other threads. Thus

we would refer to thread 4 as the most-speculative or lowest-priority thread in the

machine.

Clearly data dependences can significantly limit the thread-level parallelism that

is available. Value prediction is particularly relevant to TLS as it enables a program

to run faster than the dataflow limit determined by data dependences[27]. We exam-

ine two simple schemes of value prediction. The last-value prediction (LVP) scheme

predicts that the loaded value will be the same as the value obtained from the last

execution of that load instruction. The stride-value prediction (SVP) scheme predicts

that the loaded value will be the same as the last loaded value plus the difference be-

tween the last two loaded values. By using value prediction, a speculative thread need

not be rolled back upon detecting a true data dependence violation if the predicted

value matches the newly produced value. To find the upper bound of the impact

of value prediction on TLS, we assume that the machine automatically uses value

prediction whenever it attempts to read a value that has not yet been produced. As

this is a limit study, we also assume that the machine has a buffer large enough to

hold all predicted values needed by any thread.

2.3 Simulation Methodology

In this section we describe our experimental setup, specifically the simulation tool that

was developed as well as the benchmarks used to evaluate thread-level speculation.

2.3.1 Simulation Tool

We use a trace-driven simulation tool to evaluate the performance of different specu-

lative execution schemes under different machine models. For the sake of simplicity,

we assume that each processor takes one cycle to execute each instruction. Also, to

focus on the potential of the different parallelization schemes, we assume that the

system has a perfect memory hierarchy. All memory accesses can be performed in a

single clock and stored data is immediately available to all processing elements in the
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Region(s) Description

loops a single loop in each nest is chosen for speculation
multi-level loops all loops in each nest are chosen for speculation
procedures procedure bodies execute in parallel with the code

following them
loops and procedures speculation on a single loop in each nest as well as

on procedures

Table 2.1: TLS Parallelization Schemes

next cycle. There is no overhead in the creation of threads and no additional cycles

are needed to restart a thread once a violation is detected.

To explore the TLS design space, we vary our simulations based upon the types

of regions speculation is applied to (single-level loops, multi-level loops, procedures,

loops and procedures), whether or not dependence synchronization is employed, the

maximum number of concurrent threads allowed to execute, and the value prediction

policy for memory loads and register reads. The parameters to our simulator are

summarized in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.

We use the ATOM tool[48] to augment the optimized program binaries and gen-

erate a user-level trace that includes events of interest: loads and stores, procedure

entries and exits, and loop entries, exits, and iteration advances. (System calls are

not captured in the trace.) The simulation clock normally advances one cycle per

instruction. Procedure and loop entries signal the potential forking of a speculative

thread, depending on the parallelization scheme used. When a speculative thread fork

is encountered, the simulation time is stored and the first thread executes. When the

later thread(s) from the fork begin to execute, the simulation time is set back to the

time of the fork. When a store or register write occurs, the current simulation time is

recorded for that memory/register location. Execution continues as normal, except

threads are delayed or squashed if they try to read a value that was written at a time

greater than the current simulation time. Delays are avoided in the models employing

value prediction whenever the values are correctly predicted. Value prediction is im-

plemented by keeping an array of the last two loaded values for each load and register

use in the program, and by keeping another array of the last two returned values for
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Parameter Description

Synchronization Policy
optimal all operations delayed optimally to avoid rollback
base no operations are ever delayed, threads are rolled back

as soon as a violation is detected

Resources
Infinite no limit on the number of concurrent threads
8-way resources to execute 8 concurrent threads
4-way resources to execute 4 concurrent threads

Return Value Prediction
none no return value prediction
LRVP last value prediction of return values whenever procedu-

ral speculation is used
LVP last value prediction of return values whenever procedu-

ral speculation is used
SVP stride value prediction of return values whenever proce-

dural speculation is used

Value Prediction for Memory Loads and Register Reads
none no value prediction
LRVP no value prediction (except for return values as above)
LVP last value prediction
SVP stride value prediction

Table 2.2: TLS Machine Model Parameters

each procedure in the program. The value prediction employed is rather idealistic,

in that we presume perfect “confidence estimation”–when the prediction is incorrect,

the machine simply behaves as if prediction were not employed at all, so mispredic-

tion never causes any performance penalty. Additionally, because the simulation is

based on the sequential program trace, there is no notion of the value predictor being

updated “out of order” as would undoubtedly happen in a real speculative machine.

A prediction is always based on the last one or two instances of that instruction in the

sequential trace. Thus the performance results with prediction should be considered

as an upper bound on the benefit that prediction could provide.

In simulations of finite-processor models, a resource table is used to track usage

of the individual processors. A thread must obtain execution cycles from a resource
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table before it is allowed to execute. Threads closer to the sequential execution are

given priority and may preempt lower priority threads in progress if resources are

exhausted. Preempted threads are delayed until the next available cycle and are

re-executed from the start.

When the actual number of loop iterations is not known a priori, a real TLS ma-

chine would end up wasting some resources executing beyond the end of the loop. To

account for the wasted cycles on mispredicted iterations, which do not show up in our

sequential trace, our simulator treats the end of a loop as a barrier to parallelization

in simulations of finite machines. That is, the machine is not allowed to speculatively

execute computation that logically follows the loop in the original sequential execu-

tion. No such barrier exists in the procedural case because only one new thread is

created at each procedure call.

One final consideration is that the code generated by the compiler for a unipro-

cessor machine includes many “artificial” dependences. For example, the multiple

threads in a TLS machine operate on multiple stack frames at the same time, so

they need not obey the dependences due to global and stack pointer updates in the

sequential program. Similarly, since the threads have separate register files, they need

not be constrained by the dependences introduced by a called function’s register save

and restore operations. Figure 2.3 shows a pseudocode example, where the “ <- ” no-

tation represents assignment. The original uniprocessor code representing a register

write, procedure call, and subsequent register read, together with the definition of the

called procedure, is shown in the leftmost column. In the two right columns, we show

a sample two-thread execution utilizing procedural speculation, which is described in

Section 2.5. Here, thread 2 speculatively executes the code that comes after the call

to foo(). In a true TLS machine, thread 2 would have it’s own copy of the r0 register

from before the call to foo(). Thus, our simulator ignores dependences originating

from a register restore operation (e.g. the dashed arrow in Figure 2.3), and instead

observes only the true dataflow dependence (e.g. the solid arrow in Figure 2.3) that

the save/restore code is designed to preserve in a uniprocessor execution.
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Thread 1

r0 <- ...

foo() {

  /* callee save */
  stack <- r0

  ...

  /* callee restore */
  r0 <- stack

}

Thread 2

... <- r0

Original Code

r0 <- ...

foo();

... <- r0 

void foo() {

  /* callee save */
  stack <- r0

  ...

  /* callee restore */
  r0 <- stack

}

Figure 2.3: Dependences Induced by Callee-Saved Register Operations

2.3.2 Benchmarks

We evaluate the performance of our various speculative thread models using the 8

benchmarks from the SPECint95 benchmark suite. Table 2.3 lists the programs, input

sets, and execution characteristics. Throughout the chapter, speedups are calculated

relative to a single cycle per instruction sequential execution of the program.

All the programs were compiled using the HP/Compaq Alpha cc compiler with

Program Lines of Code Input Set Dynamic Instr Description

compress 1K train 47M File compression
gcc 192K train 286M The GNU compiler
go 29K train 54M Game of go
ijpeg 28K train 183M Image compression
li 7K train 136M Lisp interpreter
m88ksim 18K test 134M Processor simulator
perl 23K train 5M Perl language interpreter
vortex 52K train 963M Database

Table 2.3: Benchmarks Executed
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optimizations using the -O2 flag. To perform the simulation, we use ATOM to an-

notate the binaries with information such as the entry and exit points of loops as

well as locations for setjmp and longjmp calls. The annotation tool analyzes the

binary code directly, extracts control flow graphs from the code and calculates the

singly entry and potentially multiple exits of the loops using standard compiler algo-

rithms. Recognizing all induction variables in the binary, however, would require an

interprocedural analysis that we have not implemented, so induction variables are not

recognized. Note that machines employing stride value prediction will effectively rec-

ognize the induction variables and ignore most of their dependences.1 For machines

with last value or no value prediction, the loop iteration counting code generated by

a typical uniprocessor compiler will result in at least one data dependence across iter-

ations that needs to be synchronized, even if the loop is otherwise parallel. Thus the

performance that one might obtain by using a compiler that better handled induction

variables should be roughly bounded by the results utilizing stride value prediction

and the results without value prediction.

2.4 Speculative Loop Parallelism

Loop iterations are the traditional target of parallelization and an obvious candidate

for thread-level speculation. Each iteration of a loop can be turned into a speculative

thread that runs in parallel with the other iterations of that loop. The only form

of control dependences shared between iterations are loop termination conditions,

and the outcomes are highly skewed in favor of continuation. The remainder of the

control flow in each iteration is independent; thus failure to predict a branch within an

iteration does not affect other threads. The degree of parallelism available in a loop is

governed by the presence of data dependences that cross loop iteration boundaries. If

the iterations operate on disjoint sets of data, the degree of parallelism can be equal

to the number of iterations of the loop. In the following, we first focus on the common

model of applying speculation to one loop at a time, beginning with a discussion of

1The stride predictor we use requires two iterations in most cases to learn a new stride value, but
after that all predictions will be correct if the stride amount does not change.
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how we select such loops. We then look at the performance and hardware implications

of allowing multiple loops to speculatively execute in parallel.

2.4.1 Choices for Single-Level Loop Speculation

When we restrict speculation to a single loop in a nest, the critical decision is which

loop in the nest to speculate on. There are two factors that need to be considered

when selecting the best loop.

• Degree of Parallelism : there must be sufficient data independence between the

iterations to achieve parallelism. If the iterations are totally independent (a

DoAll loop), then the potential degree of parallelism is equal to that of the

number of iterations. If there are dependences across iterations (a DoAcross

loop), the degree of parallelism is dependent upon the ratio of the length of the

recurrence cycle to the length of the iteration.

• Parallelism Coverage : If we parallelize an inner loop, then all the code outside

will run sequentially. Thus, it may be desirable to choose an outer DoAcross

loop with less parallelism over an inner DoAll loop if speculation can only be

applied to one loop at a time. We refer to the percentage of code executed

under speculative execution as the parallelism coverage. By Amdahl’s Law, low

parallelism coverage necessarily results in poor performance.

To select the best loop, we developed a separate trace-driven tool called

MemDeps[35]. This tool is quite similar to our main simulator, described in

Section 2.3, configured to speculate on loops and using optimal synchronization.

MemDeps, however, simultaneously evaluates all loop levels in a given dynamic loop

nest to determine which single level is best to speculatively parallelize.2 The complex-

ity of the simulation algorithm lies in evaluating these loop choices to while utilizing

just a single run through a program execution trace. The MemDeps tool keeps sep-

arate simulation times for each currently active loop as if that were the only loop

to be speculating. For each loop that an executed instruction is dynamically nested

2Note that loops in a dynamic nest need not be defined in the same procedure.
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in, the algorithm tracks the current iteration number and individual simulation time

assuming that only that single loop was executing speculatively. This per-currently-

active-loop information is recorded for each location stored to in the simulation. When

a load operation is encountered, the tool compares the current iteration counts with

those of the last store to that location. The loop level that carries the dependence

is the first common loop level where the iteration counts differ between the load

and store. If the time of the store in that loop level is later than the current time,

we advance the simulation time of the current iteration in that loop (containing the

load) by the minimum execution delay. Note that a dependence can only be carried

by one loop level, and only restricts single-level TLS execution for that specific loop

in the nest. If we were to speculate only on a non-carrying level of loop, the read

in question would automatically be executed after the relevant store operation even

without synchronization.

When an innermost loop terminates, it passes to its surrounding loop the length

of its computation and the degree of parallelism it would have achieved had it been

speculatively executed. By collecting all such information from its inner loops, an

outer loop can determine whether it is more profitable for it speculate or to instead

suppress speculation in order to allow its inner loops to speculate. It chooses the

option providing the best performance and, upon termination, informs its surrounding

loop of the best performance available had speculation been applied to either itself or

its inner loops. Eventually this information propagates back to the outermost loop

level and determines the best overall loop selection for single-level speculation. Our

algorithm handles recursion by assuming that speculation can be applied only to the

outermost execution of a loop that recursively invokes itself again.

Note that different dynamic executions of a certain loop nest may result in different

runtime loop choices by MemDeps. At the end of the MemDeps simulation, we

calculate the overall frequency with which each loop was dynamically chosen as the

best loop. These overall frequencies are then used to make static choices for loops in

our simulations of the TLS machine models employing single-level loop speculation.
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Figure 2.4: Optimal TLS Speculation on Single-Level Loops

2.4.2 Single-Level Loop Speculation

We evaluate the performance of the one-level loop speculation model, using loops

selected as in the previous section, on several variants of the optimal TLS machine

using the SPECint95 benchmark suite. Figure 2.4 presents the experimental results

of this study. Machines are denoted by their synchronization policy and memory load

prediction scheme, if any, as described in Table 2.2.

The largest speedup of 5.2 is achieved by ijpeg, an image compression program,

with stride prediction enabled (Optimal-SVP). The significant performance improve-

ment seen with stride prediction is due to the elimination of induction variable depen-

dences across iterations. (Last-value prediction has no effect on these variables.) Had

the code been compiled for a TLS machine explicitly, the compiler would recognize

many of these induction variables and would eliminate their dependences from the

program. If a TLS machine used induction variable recognition but not general value

prediction, its performance would be bounded by the Optimal and Optimal-SVP

results.
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It is not surprising that ijpeg performs well as its algorithm is very parallel.

M88ksim and vortex are the only other programs with speedups over 2, with the rest

of the benchmarks performing only between 1 and 1.6 times better than sequential

execution. Note that li and perl are relatively unaffected by value prediction.

Despite the optimal TLS machine’s ability to speculate loops perfectly, the overall

harmonic mean of speedup achieved across the benchmark suite is only 1.6. With the

exception of ijpeg, the results are rather disappointing especially when considering

that the optimal TLS machine uses an unbounded number of processors, delays every

operation optimally, and has zero-communication cost. Moreover, the loop choices are

made by analyzing the execution of the program with the same input set. Unless large

changes are made to the code, speculating at only one level in each loop nesting will

not yield significant speedup on a realistic TLS machine. Different code generation

or instruction scheduling could provide a potentially higher limit, however.

To gain more insight into the performance results, we instrumented the code

and the simulator to collect various characteristics of the individually speculatively

parallelized loops[35]. We determine the computation time of the loops speculated on,

whether the loops are innermost or outer loops, and whether the loops are DoAcross

or DoAll loops. We summarize the findings of those experiments here.

• Poor overall performance due to poor parallelism coverage. Many of the pro-

grams have loops that show fairly impressive speedups when speculatively ex-

ecuted. However, the lack of parallel coverage, shown in Table 2.4, results in

overall performance that is much lower. For example, m88ksim with stride pre-

diction achieves an impressive 34.4-times speedup on 71% of the program, but

the serialization in the other 29% of the computation drags down the overall

performance. To illustrate the importance of coverage, we also present the Am-

dahl’s Law limit on the overall speedups in Table 2.4, which assumes infinite

speedup of the covered portions of the programs and sequential execution else-

where. Even if all the parallelized code was executed in a single cycle, most

programs would still show relatively modest overall speedups.

• Trade-off between speedup and coverage. In many cases, choosing the best loops
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% Amdahl’s Law
Program Parallelized Max Speedup

compress 27% 1.4
gcc 77% 4.4
go 67% 3.0
ijpeg 99% 100.0
li 45% 1.8
m88ksim 71% 3.5
perl 85% 6.7
vortex 93% 14.3

Table 2.4: Coverage and Maximum Theoretical Speedup for Single-Level Loops

for overall program speedup presented a distinct trade-off. Inner loops tended

to have higher speedups but lower parallel coverage, while outer loops covered

more of the program but had lower speedups.

• Lack of DoAll loops. Only the two best performing programs (ijpeg and

m88ksim) spend more than 10% of their execution time in DoAll loops. Most

of the integer programs have only DoAcross loops, which tend to have a lower

degree of parallelism.

The analysis of the above suggests that large performance gains will require ad-

ditional sources of speculative parallelism. More sources will not only increase paral-

lelism coverage, but will also enable the machine to exploit parallel inner loops more

effectively.

2.4.3 Multi-Level Loop Speculation

Speculatively executing multiple loops in a nest seems to be an obvious approach to

improving single-level loop performance, but there are many difficulties in practice.

First, the relatively small number of processors we are targeting (4 or 8 in our later

experiments) make it difficult to assign them to multiple loops at a time. In addition,

because the number of iterations in a loop is not always known a priori, some loops

would occupy the entire machine with “potential” iterations. Finally, our thread
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Figure 2.5: Optimal TLS Speculation on Multi-Level Loops

prioritization favors speculative threads that are closest to the current head thread

in the original sequential execution. Thus, inner loop threads (closer to the head

thread) would tend to force outer loop threads out of the machine. Some researchers

have in fact implemented multi-level loop speculation in specific cases where an inner

loop is only occasionally (conditionally) executed[4][40]. Despite the feasibility issues

with multi-level loop speculation, we wish to find a bound for this approach. In this

experiment, we consider the extreme case where the optimal TLS machine uses an

unbounded number of processors to simultaneously execute all the iterations of each

loop in a nest that it encounters. The results are shown in Figure 2.5.

Even with all its idealistic characteristics and its use of a very aggressive spec-

ulation model, the optimal TLS machine’s performance is still relatively poor. The

harmonic mean improves only modestly from 1.6 to 2.6 (with stride prediction) when

speculatively executing all loops simultaneously, while the machine design becomes

much more difficult. Algorithms based on nested-loop computations, such as the

two-dimensional image processing in ijpeg or the processor simulation that spans
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both time (processor cycles) and space (arrays of hardware structures) in m88ksim

lead them to benefit most from the nested speculation opportunities. The less loop-

oriented and more arbitrary computations in gcc and perl show relatively little

improvement.

2.4.4 Summary of Speculative Loop Level Parallelism

Our results show that speculatively executing one loop at a time will not yield sig-

nificant speedup under the TLS model. Moreover the performance is highly sensitive

to the way the code is written. Most integer codes have DoAcross loops which have

limited parallelism. The ability to speculate on just one loop in each nest limits

the parallel coverage which produces a lower overall speedup. Parallelizing multiple

loops simultaneously increases the coverage and the overall performance, but would

be very difficult to effectively support in a real machine. Overall, the performance on

a very idealistic system is still modest. This result strongly suggests that loop-level

speculation needs to be complemented with other sources of parallelism.

2.5 Procedure Level Speculation

Procedures are the programmer’s abstraction tool for creating loosely-coupled units

of computation. This suggests that it may be possible to overlap the execution of

a procedure with the code normally executed upon the return of the procedure. A

characteristic that makes speculative procedure execution particularly attractive is

the lack of control dependence between the sequential and speculative threads. Pro-

cedures are expected to return under normal execution, and thus it is seldom necessary

to discard the speculative work because of control flow. The only exceptions are when

the procedure raises an exception or uses unconventional control flow operations such

as longjmp. These unusual circumstances can easily be handled by simply aborting

the speculative threads and discarding their speculative states.
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S1;
proc_A();
S2;
proc_B();
S3;

proc_A() {
  A;
}

proc_B() {
  B;
} . . .

fork

fork

S1

A
S2

B S3

Figure 2.6: Procedural Speculation

Unlike loops, procedures have not traditionally been a popular target of paral-

lelization. They have generally been used in more functional programming environ-

ments where there are fewer memory side effects in procedures and recursion is more

common[16, 23]. In typical imperative programming environments, procedures tend

to share more data dependences with their callees. Also, as recursion is less pre-

dominant in imperative programs, the available parallelism is not scalable. These

limitations, however, are much less important to the TLS model. The speculative

execution hardware can handle memory dependences that might exist across proce-

dures. Furthermore, a real TLS machine is likely to have hardware support for only

a small number of concurrent threads. The prevalence of procedure calls throughout

programs provides a potentially effective source of parallelism that might complement

loop-level parallelism.

To speculate at the procedure level in the TLS model, we concurrently execute

the called procedure with the code following the return of the procedure, as shown

in Figure 2.6. Notice that it is the latter that executes speculatively. A data de-

pendence violation occurs if the code following the return reads a location before the

callee thread writes to that location. The same mechanism that is used for loop-

level parallelism can be used to ensure that the data dependences are satisfied. By

customizing the procedure calling convention to support speculation, the overhead
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S1;
proc_A();
S2;

proc_A() {
  A1;
  proc_B();
  A2;
}

proc_B() {
  B1;
}

fork

A1 S2

. . .

fork

fork
S1

A2

S2
A1

S1

B1

. . .. . .

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.7: Nested Procedural Speculation

of creating a new thread could be minimized. For example, if threads have their

own private registers, then register saves and restores at procedure boundaries could

potentially be eliminated. This limit study does not take advantage of this optimiza-

tion opportunity, but we do investigate it for monitoring code optimization as later

described in Section 4.5.

While loop level speculation can occupy an arbitrarily large number of processors

by assigning a new iteration to each processor, each instance of procedural specula-

tion creates work for only one additional thread. To create more opportunities for

parallelism, these speculative threads from procedure calls can be created in a nested

fashion. This is shown in Figure 2.7. When we first encounter the call to proc A, we

fork the computation as shown in (A). When we arrive at the nested call to proc B,

we create another new thread that is inserted in the thread ordering shown in (B).

Thus the order of thread creation is not the same as the sequential order that the

threads will retire in. The sequential ordering of the recursively created threads is

determined as follows. If thread Ti creates a speculative thread Tj at a call site, then

Tj comes after Ti in the ordering, and inherits from Ti all of its sequential ordering

relationships with existing threads.
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Figure 2.8: Predictability of Procedure Return Values

Because the return value is often used immediately upon the return of a procedure,

speculatively executing the code following the procedure body could result in a large

number of rollbacks. To avoid these rollbacks, we propose predicting the value that

will be returned. Return value prediction is implemented by keeping a cache of past

values returned by each procedure, if they exist. The caller thread continues to

execute the code following the procedure call using the predicted return value. When

the callee thread returns, the actual return value is compared to the predicted value.

If the values are different, the machine would generate a data violation signal, discard

the speculative state, and restart the thread.

2.5.1 Predictability of Return Values

To verify that speculation with return value prediction has potential, we first look

at the predictability of those values. We experimented with two simple schemes of

prediction: last-value prediction and stride-value prediction. The results are shown
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in Figure 2.8. We classify procedure returns into three categories: (1) those that have

either no return values or whose return values are not used, (2) those whose return

values are used and are correctly predicted, (3) those whose return values are used

and are mispredicted. For each program, we show two sets of data, one that uses

last-value prediction labeled “L” and one that uses stride-value prediction labeled

“S”.

First, we observe that both last-value and stride-value prediction give similar re-

sults, with those of last-value prediction being slightly better for half of the programs.

Misprediction of return values occurs less than 50% of the time for all programs, with

vortex and m88ksim having almost no mispredictions. The benchmarks where return

value prediction most often fails typically return pointers or other memory/storage

related values. For example, compress makes many calls to a hash function whose

results are highly unpredictable. Those that are extremely predictable tend to return

quantities like status/error conditions, as in vortex for example. Finally, note that

just because a return value is correctly predicted does not imply that much of the

callee and caller computation will be overlapped; if the procedure modifies global

variables or reference parameters after the caller has speculatively read such data,

and the values read are not predictable, then the caller thread will be rolled back.

2.5.2 Evaluation of Procedural Speculation

Our next experiment evaluates the speedups of the procedural speculation model on

optimal TLS machines with different value prediction policies.

The results are shown in Figure 2.9. First, by comparing the performance of

Optimal and Optimal-LRVP we observe that result value prediction has a significant

positive effect on the performance of procedural speculation. As expected, programs

with highest numbers of used and correctly predicted return values (vortex, m88ksim,

as well as go and gcc to a lesser extent) benefit significantly. Conversely, compress,

whose return values are not predictable, shows almost no improvement. ijpeg shows

essentially no improvement with return value prediction because its most frequent

routines (discrete cosine transforms) do not return any values.
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Figure 2.9: Optimal TLS Speculation on Procedures

Value prediction on regular data accesses is useful for almost all the programs,

and can sometimes make a dramatic difference to the performance as in the case of

vortex and to a lesser extent m88ksim and gcc. To gain some insight on this issue, we

analyzed the code for m88ksim, a program that simulates a microprocessor. We found

that the load instruction that benefits most from stride value prediction is a load of

the simulation’s program counter (at the beginning of the datapath() procedure).

Since the program counter typically increments by 4 each time datapath() is called,

stride value prediction is quite effective in eliminating this dependence.

We also investigated the behavior of vortex, which has abundant parallelism

when prediction is enabled. The dominant procedure in vortex, Chunk ChkGetChunk,

accounts for about 18% of the total execution time. The procedure verifies that a

memory chunk access was valid and sets a call-by-reference parameter, status, to

indicate the type of error if any. The return value is a boolean version of status. Given

that the error conditions rarely occur, this is an excellent procedure for speculation.

Note that prediction of both the return value and the call-by-reference out parameter
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Figure 2.10: Optimal TLS Speculation on Loops and Procedures

is needed to make the threads completely parallel.

Overall, the experiments suggest that procedures are a reasonable source of spec-

ulative parallelism in many programs. With the use of return value prediction, spec-

ulating at procedural boundaries delivers a performance comparable to that of exe-

cuting all loops speculatively on the various Optimal TLS models. Value prediction

of regular memory accesses improves the overall speedup for almost all programs and

has a major impact on specific programs.

2.6 Speculating at Both Procedural and Loop

Boundaries

We next investigate the effect of combining both procedure and loop-level speculation.

The experimental results for the various optimal TLS models are shown in Figure 2.10,

and they are much more encouraging. Most of the programs improve significantly
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over speculation on loops or procedures only, showing benefits from both forms of

speculation. All but compress and perl have at least a 4.5-times speedup under

the Optimal-SVP model. This includes programs, such as gcc, which have been

very difficult to parallelize previously. As noted before, value prediction can have a

significant effect on specific programs.

2.7 Experimenting with More Realistic Models

Having shown that speculation at all loop and procedure boundaries exposes a rea-

sonable amount of parallelism in an optimal TLS machine, we now experiment with

this software model on more realistic machine models. In the following sections, we

first evaluate the speculative scheme on an optimal TLS machine with a finite number

of processors, and then on the base TLS machines that may require rollbacks.

2.7.1 A Finite Number of Processors

An optimal TLS machine with an unbounded number of processors favors the creation

of as many threads as possible. In the degenerate case where every single instruction is

a thread of its own, the results would be identical to those reported by previous oracle

studies where each operation is issued as soon as its operands become available[58]

. Speculating at all procedure and loop boundaries can easily generate more threads

than a reasonable implementation could maintain.

On a machine with support for only a finite number of threads, we must have

a strategy to prioritize among the available threads. We adopt the simple strategy

of prioritizing the threads according to their sequential execution order; a thread

earlier in the sequential execution order has a higher likelihood of success and is thus

given higher priority. In the presence of recursive procedural speculation, a newer

thread may have a higher priority than an existing thread. When that happens, the

machine frees up a processor for this thread by terminating the speculative execution

of the thread with the lowest priority and discarding its speculative state. When the

machine has some free resources, it will (re)start the execution of the thread with
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the highest priority. With this strategy, speculation on inner loops can occupy all

available resources and thus prevent any speculative execution progress in the outer

loops–effectively resulting in single-level innermost loop speculation. In cases where

the coverage or parallelism of an outer loop is more compelling, allowing inner loop

speculation to “preempt” outer loop speculation would not be desirable. To address

this, we suppress the speculation of any inner loop if an outer enclosing loop was

determined by the MemDeps simulator described in Section 2.4.2 to provide a better

overall speedup under single-level speculation.

Figure 2.11 shows the performance achieved with 4-way and 8-way TLS ma-

chines. As expected, the speedups are lower than those found with infinite processors.

M88ksim, vortex, and ijpeg perform quite well, delivering over a 5-times speedup

on an 8-way machine and roughly 3-times speedup on a 4-way machine (both with

stride prediction). Value prediction continues to benefit the same programs that saw

improvement in the infinite processor case, but the gains are much more realistic and

limited. The program compress suffers little degradation, but its performance with

infinite processors was quite low to begin with. Overall, the harmonic mean of the

speedups is 3.2 for 8 processors, and 2.3 for 4 processors.

2.7.2 Machines with Rollbacks

The most unrealistic aspect of the optimal TLS machine is that it automatically delays

every operation by the optimal amount, guaranteeing that there are no dependence

violations to cause rollbacks. In this section, we present an experiment where we

remove this fundamental assumption. We evaluate 4-way and 8-way machines that

insert no delays into their executions, and upon detection of a dependence violation,

must squash the thread and roll back the computation. This causes a performance

degradation when the machine speculates on threads that try to read data before it

is written and are unable to predict the value correctly.

In Figure 2.12, we show the results for 4-way and 8-way Base TLS machines. As

expected, the performance of each Base machine is lower than that of the correspond-

ing Optimal machine. Harmonic mean speedups range from 1.7 to 2.1 for a 4-way
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base machine depending on the value prediction employed.

The finite-processor Base TLS machines are obviously still quite idealized. For

example, the communication between threads incurs no overhead and thread creation

and rollback is instantaneous. These investigations were largely intended to quickly

evaluate the amount of inherent loop or procedural speculative parallelism in off-the-

shelf integer code. In the following section, we describe both prior and further work

that has been done on general-purpose thread-level speculation.

2.8 Related Work

The TLS model is based on the Multiscalar paradigm which was the first speculative

thread architecture[14, 46]. The Multiscalar has a number of processing units orga-

nized in a ring-based topology for executing speculative threads. It has register and

memory forwarding mechanisms and a mechanism for detecting memory data depen-

dence violations called the address resolution buffer (ARB). The Multiscalar research

group has evaluated the base processor and extensions to the processor that avoid

unnecessary thread restarts using a number of integer applications, showing mod-

erate speedups[33]. The Multiscalar group and other researchers have augmented

the cache-coherency mechanisms of a single chip multiprocessor to support specula-

tive threads [15, 33, 46]. The goal of these approaches is to achieve lower hardware

overheads and more flexibility than the ARB approach originally proposed in the

Multiscalar processor. To select tasks for the Multiscalar, a compiler pass examines

the control-flow graph of the program and uses heuristics to partition the basic blocks

into threads[57]. Speculative tasks are supposed to immediately follow the spawning

task, so there is no nested task creation, but prediction of successor tasks is more

difficult.

Steffan and Mowry evaluated the performance potential of a multiprocessor-based

approach and showed reasonably good performance on a sampling of integer ap-

plications.3 The reported performance was quite dependent upon rather idealistic

3Benchmarks included compress, gcc, espresso, and sc from SPECint92, m88ksim, ijpeg, perl
and go from SPECint95, as well as buk from the NAS Parallel benchmark suite.
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(and potentially unrealizable) dynamic instruction scheduling however; an average

speedup of 1.5 dropped to 1.2 without such scheduling[51].4 Later work by Steffan

used a practical scheduling implementation, and evaluated potential benefits of value

prediction, silent store elimination, hardware dependence synchronization, and mod-

ifications to the instruction issue logic to prioritize instructions on critical paths[50].

Results were mixed, with the authors concluding that their implementations of dy-

namic synchronization and issue logic prioritization were not helpful overall. Further

work by Zhai et al. presented a complex compiler algorithm for aggressive scalar

value communication between threads, allowing scheduling across potential control

and data dependences[60]. Unfortunately, all these optimizations operate within a

single-level loop speculation paradigm; thus parallel coverage, which averaged 51%

via hand-selection in Steffan’s work, is only 20% in Zhai’s evaluation after poor re-

gions are manually pruned out from the 35% of the program that was automatically

targeted by the compiler. As a result, overall program speedup averages about 1.1.

The lack parallelism coverage severely limits the utility of these optimizations.

The Trace processor is a concrete machine proposal that can exploit similar par-

allelism found in multiple flows of control[42]. In the Trace processor the program is

dynamically broken into a sequence of instructions, each of which can be executed

speculatively as a separate thread by an individual processing element (or PE). If

an instruction violates a data dependence, only that instruction and the instructions

dependent on it will be re-executed. The ability to selectively re-execute only those

instructions that are affected mimics the ability of an oracle that can execute every

instruction optimally whenever its operands are ready. Unfortunately, this ability

comes with an implementation costs that increases greatly with trace length, as the

processor must keep track of enough information to recover from all combinations

of mispredictions. This constrains the size of each thread–the proposed maximum

thread length is sixteen instructions. This limitation prevents the system from ex-

ploiting parallelism with a larger granularity. In comparison, the TLS machine model

can realistically allow longer speculative threads than that of the Trace processor

4Code was scheduled using perfect runtime data dependence information in order to minimize
cross-iteration dependence lengths.
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because there is only one speculative state per thread. It can exploit parallelism be-

tween instructions that are farther apart, and can follow more independent flows of

control because threads are explicit. However, our TLS thread restarts discard much

more work than the Trace processor’s selective recovery, so it is more important to

minimize dependence violations.

To compare the performance of a Trace processor to an “equivalent” superscalar,

the authors suggest evaluating machines of similar issue complexity5 They evaluate a

four-way issue superscalar with a sixteen instruction window versus a 4-, 8-, or 16-PE

Trace processor with that same base superscalar as the processing element, arguing

that since each element has identical and independent issue complexity, chip cycle

time should be roughly similar. As the authors state, in this case “the only penalty

for having more than one PE is the extra cycle to bypass values between PEs.” In

this scenario, they achieve speedups of 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0, for four, eight, and sixteen

PEs, respectively, on gcc. However, this equivalence measure is a bit extreme. The

Trace processor has many more functional units and instruction buffers distributed

across the multiple PEs, and also utilizes a 64K-entry trace predictor in order to

execute effectively. Also consider that the superscalar in this example has only two

cache buses, while the trace processors use four, four, and eight buses for the four,

eight, and sixteen PE configurations, respectively. If we compare those same Trace

processors against a 4-way superscalar with a 64-instruction window, or an 8-way

superscalar with a 32-instruction window, the performance gains are more modest:

in both cases, roughly 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 for Trace processors with four, eight, and

sixteen PEs respectively.

The Dynamic Multithreading (DMT) processor[1] combines features of the Simul-

taneous Multithreading machine[55] and the Trace processor while also supporting

procedural and some loop speculation. It executes threads in a tightly-coupled SMT-

based environment. Selective recovery is performed from a trace buffer like the trace

processor, but the machine does not compact normally executed code into traces.

The speculative thread size is limited by the need to keep all of the thread’s dynamic

5Superscalar issue complexity is generally equal to the product of instruction window size and
instruction issue width.
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instructions in the trace buffer; in their simulations, threads can be at most 500 in-

structions long. They chose loop and procedure continuations as their targets for

speculative execution. Inner loop speculation is not supported in order to work with

unmodified, preexisting binaries.6 While our studies suggest that speculating only

on single-level (mostly inner) loops in integer codes is insufficient, inner loops are

still a valuable contributor to performance in certain programs. The DMT machine

also does not perform explicit return value prediction. The only prediction employed

is for registers, and it is limited to predicting that the initial register values for a

child thread are the same as the parent thread’s register values at the time the child

is spawned. The DMT processor does have a fast forwarding mechanism for when

register prediction fails, though there is no facility for memory load prediction or

synchronization. Overall, the DMT achieves an average 1.5-times speedup on integer

programs when executing with eight threads.

Hammond, Willey, and Olukotun presented a sample machine design implement-

ing many of the ideas suggested in this paper and elsewhere, but the results reported

initially were not encouraging[17]. In order to lessen the impact of TLS support on

the base chip-multiprocessor hardware design, thread management is done largely

in software by handlers that take significant time to operate. For example, starting

a loop, committing a loop iteration, and ending a loop all take on the order of 70

to 80 instructions, which is fairly close to the average thread size that we observed.

Additionally, while return value prediction is implemented for procedures, neither

value prediction nor synchronization is implemented to help cope with the other data

dependences across speculative threads. A subsequent paper by the group showed

improved results when overheads were reduced and software was manually updated

to introduce synchronization and better code scheduling[34]. The reduced overheads

were achieved by eliminating support for procedural speculation in favor of more ef-

ficient support for loops, however. Overall, they achieved a 1.7x speedup a number

of general purpose integer programs as a result of the lower-overhead handlers and

6Hardware only detects the end of a loop (when it sees a backwards branch instruction) as opposed
to being alerted to the start of a loop. Thus DMT parallelizes the code coming after a loop body
(“loop continuations”) which would include any enclosing outer loop iterations.
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software optimizations.7 Performance increased to 1.8x when hardware checkpointing

was added to reduce the number of instructions that needed to be re-executed when

a thread is squashed.

Further work by Chen presented an effective system for speculation in Java pro-

grams using the Hydra CMP[4]. Thanks in part to the dynamic nature of Java,

a profiler was developed to analyze loops at runtime to determine the amount and

lengths of dependences between loop iterations, as well as the amount of speculative

buffering needed. The runtime system then selects appropriate loops for speculation

and generates optimized code. Chen did find that some of the integer programs bene-

fited further from hand optimizations that could not be automated. Overall speedups

reported ranged from 1.5x to 2.5x for integer programs, 2x to 3x on multimedia codes,

and 3x to 4x for floating-point applications.8

Prabhu found that manual transformations by the programmer could significantly

improve TLS performance on the Hydra CMP[40]. The transformations included com-

plex value prediction, targeting non-loop parallelism via “speculative pipelining”, and

various algorithm changes to expose parallelism. An average of eighty programmer

hours was applied to three integer and four floating-point benchmarks, achieving an

average 1.7x integer speedup and 2.1x floating-point speedup.

Other researchers have also examined the performance of various choices for thread

boundaries. Codrescu compared the performance of loops, procedures, fixed-sized

blocks of sixteen instructions (like the Trace processor), and finally a scheme de-

vised by the author (called MEM-slicing) where memory instructions are picked as

thread boundaries, subject to a minimum thread length of sixteen instructions[6]. The

speedups for these four schemes were 1.7, 1.9, 2.5 and 3.4 respectively, executing on

eight in-order CMP processors. The machine had some rather aggressive hardware,

however, such as trace buffers for selective recovery of dependence violations, as well

as a 128KB combined value/control predictor. Codrescu noted that procedures or

loops alone did not seem to have sufficient coverage or load balance to provide good

7General-purpose integer programs evaluated were compress and m88ksim from SPECint95,
eqntott from SPECint92, and the UNIX utilities grep and wc.

8Integer benchmarks included an assortment of Java programs from SPECjvm98, Java Grande,
as well as Java applications publicly available on the Internet.
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performance, though loops and procedures were not evaluated together. The MEM-

slicing proposal yields great coverage and load balance; however, it must use a large

predictor to “learn” the locations of thread boundaries, as well as provide needed

value predictions. In addition, without selective thread recovery the performance

with MEM-slicing drops from 3.4x to 1.8x.

Studies by Marcuello and González also evaluated thread-spawning schemes on

a tightly-coupled multiprocessor with 4-way out-of-order cores[29]. Initial studies

compared loop iterations, loop continuations, and procedure continuations (but not

combinations thereof). They found that when the machine is limited to in-order

thread creation (as opposed to the nested creation described in Section 2.5), the best

performing scheme is loop iterations, with a 1.7x speedup on 16 processors. Note that

this includes perfect value prediction of all register and memory dependences. When

nested thread creation is allowed, a speedup of 5.7x is obtained, again with perfect

prediction. They also investigate a realistic register value predictor, but one with an

idealistic value misprediction penalty of a single-cycle over perfect synchronization,

as well as perfect synchronization for memory. The best performance is again with

loop iterations, an average 2.8x speedup.

In later work, Marcuello and González suggested a more general source of threads–

simple sequences of basic blocks[30]. A profiler is used to determine which sequences

are relatively control independent, sufficiently long, and do not have many external

data dependences. With a 16KB register value predictor, the profiled basic block

scheme performs 13% better than the combined loop and procedure speculation that

they also implemented.

Finally, one of the most recent TLS machine proposals, the Implicitly-

Multithreaded processor (IMT) has been proposed by Park[37]. This is an eight-wide

SMT-based design, using the Multiscalar task selection compiler described previously,

but with an execution preference for loop iterations. Squashed threads must fully re-

execute (no selective recovery) and there is no value prediction. Dynamic dependence

synchronization hardware is included in the design, however. Overall, Park found that

an eight-thread TLS execution typically slowed down most integer benchmarks. He
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Figure 2.13: Summary of the Harmonic Mean Speedups

implemented additional optimizations, such as context multiplexing to allow adja-

cent threads to share a single execution context, a resource-aware thread fetch policy,

and lower-overhead thread creation. With these additional optimizations, speedups

averaging 1.2 for integer programs and 1.3 for floating-point applications are obtained.

General motivation for using multiple flows of control to increase sequential appli-

cation performance was presented by Lam and Wilson[25]. While the value prediction

we employ could result in performance beyond the dataflow limit observed in Lam and

Wilson’s experiments, our multiple flows of control (loop iterations and procedures)

are much more restricted in nature.
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2.9 Summary and Conclusions

We summarize our study of speculative parallelism with Figure 2.13, which shows

the harmonic means of the performance results of the different experiments we per-

formed. We started our exploration by assuming an optimal TLS machine with an

infinite number of processors that completely avoids rollbacks. We experimented with

different speculation schemes: speculating only one loop at a time, speculating at all

loop levels, speculating at all procedural boundaries, and finally to speculating at

both loop and procedure boundaries. We found that the last scheme delivers decent

performance on the optimal TLS machine. Having found such a scheme, we then con-

sidered more realistic machine models. We first refined the parallelization scheme to

reduce the number of threads created, and evaluated the performance of the programs

on optimal TLS machines with 8 and 4 processors. Finally, we experimented with

base machines that roll back speculative threads whenever dependence violations are

detected.

The methodology used in this paper enabled us to analyze programs effectively

and find potential sources of speculative parallelism. The relaxed machine model

(Optimal) allowed us to quickly identify the fundamental limitations of loop level

speculation. We were able to develop a variety of analysis and simulation tools that

isolated parallelism coverage as an important factor in the lack of performance. This

result led us to locate alternative sources of speculative parallelism, namely proce-

dural speculation. The gradual refinement of the machine models from the optimal

TLS machine, first with an infinite number of processors, then to a finite number of

processors, and finally to machines with rollbacks increased our understanding of the

different factors that affect performance.

Still, the results are for a relatively idealistic machine that does not account for

the additional demands that speculation puts on memory bandwidth, for example,

nor does the study address the impacts of thread operation overheads. Conversely,

we do not address the potential performance improvements that could come from

instruction and dependence scheduling, or beneficial thread selection or suppression
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criteria (in the finite processor models only). Given the complexities of thread se-

lection, wide variety of potential hardware support options, and number of different

software optimizations that could be applied, it is difficult if not impossible to provide

a meaningful bound on the potential general-purpose TLS performance. However, we

feel our study does show that single-level loop speculation will not provide signif-

icant speedups across a broad array of integer programs, and suggests that good

TLS performance will be difficult to achieve, particularly without value prediction or

significant changes to the code.

Devising an hardware-efficient scheme where thread-level speculation can be ef-

fective for a wide variety of general-purpose programs has proven to be a very chal-

lenging task for many researchers. As discussed in Section 2.8, recent TLS proposals

have had significantly narrower focuses, such as scientific or multimedia codes, Java

programs, or code that is made more suitable for TLS by manual programmer trans-

formations. We have identified another class of programs that can significantly benefit

from TLS–programs with verification or analysis code that can be parallelized, as well

as programs where the fine-grained recovery available with TLS can be used directly

by the programmer. By allowing a choice in how TLS is employed, one could use it

to target pure performance via traditional thread-level speculation if the application

was suitable, or TLS could be used to provide enhanced reliability if those qualities

were deemed more important by the user.

Having explored some of the limits of general-purpose TLS, we now turn to look

at these “reliability-based” programming paradigms that TLS can help support ef-

fectively.



Chapter 3

The Monitor-and-Recover

Paradigm

In this chapter, we look at the two components of our proposed programming

paradigm: monitoring program execution and recovery via fine-grain transactions.

3.1 Execution Monitoring

The concept of execution monitoring has been used in the past for a variety of pur-

poses: architectural evaluations, off-line performance tuning, on-line optimization,

program debugging tools, and dynamic program verification. Execution monitoring

is so common that new programming languages as well as binary and bytecode rewrite

tools have been developed to facilitate adding instrumentation to programs. Here,

we advocate additional support for execution monitoring at the architectural level in

order to make this paradigm more efficient.

3.1.1 Uses of Execution Monitoring

Practitioners often use profiling to understand the bottlenecks in their system and

tune the performance of programs. Dynamic languages like Java have been shown

to benefit greatly from dynamic optimizations. These optimizations rely on profile

43
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data gathered by instrumenting the program to identify the frequently executed code

regions or frequently used parameters. Execution monitoring is also widely used in

computer architecture research to determine how programs behave under different

architectural models.

Apart from performance analysis and optimization, execution monitoring has also

been used in a variety of ways to improve software reliability. Application-specific

assertions are added to the code by programmers, and safe languages add checks to

ensure, for example, that there are no null dereferences or out-of-bound array accesses

during execution.

A number of execution monitoring tools have been developed to watch for com-

mon errors in programs. StackGuard is an example of a tool that stops buffer overrun

attacks, which have been a major cause of recent software vulnerabilities[9]. Stack-

Guard inserts checks into the code to ensure that the run-time stack has not been

inappropriately tampered with. Execution monitoring tools that help find memory

management errors are widely used. For example, Purify monitors memory accesses

to detect memory leaks, duplicate frees and illegal access errors such as reading past

the end of heap-allocated objects or from uninitialized memory[19].

While StackGuard and Purify are designed to find specific types of programming

errors, DIDUCE is a more general tool that helps programmers find all kinds of

application-specific bugs[18]. DIDUCE instruments Java bytecode to watch the data

values accessed at various code points in the program. It creates a model of the

correct behavior as the program runs, reports a potential error whenever it encoun-

ters a violation of the model extracted and then relaxes the model. By doing so,

DIDUCE usually alerts the programmers of errors as they first appear, rather than

waiting for the corrupted data to cause program exceptions or failure. This technique

has been demonstrated to help programmers quickly diagnose bugs that result from

algorithmic errors in handling corner cases, errors in expected inputs, and developers’

misconceptions about the APIs of software components they use. DIDUCE also helps

programmers find hidden errors, errors that can silently compromise the integrity of

the result and cause even greater damage than obvious errors that crash a program.

Today, these execution monitoring tools are used mainly during the debugging
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phase of software development. In fact, there are also many advantages to including

execution monitoring codes in production software. By detecting run time errors in

the software, execution monitoring can prevent errors from silently compromising the

integrity of the system and data. In addition, it may be possible for software to

capture error information and send it back to the developers for analysis, alert the

user to take precautions before a harder failure occurs, or even attempt to recover

from errors. However, the large overhead introduced by execution monitoring has not

only made execution monitoring infeasible in production software, but also limited

its usage in software development.

3.1.2 Tools for Execution Monitoring

Extensive monitoring code is usually inserted automatically by a program. For ex-

ample, a compiler might insert relevant safety checks at all appropriate code points.

ATOM[48] and EEL[26] are examples of binary rewrite tools that help programmers

instrument binaries. BCEL is an example of a Java bytecode rewrite tool[11]. These

tools allow users to insert calls to user-supplied routines at specified code points, such

as before or after basic blocks, procedure calls, or data accesses.

Support for execution monitoring is one of the motivations behind the develop-

ment of aspect-oriented programming[22]. To enhance modularity of software, aspect-

oriented programming allows programmers to create an aspect that groups together

behavior that cuts across typical divisions of responsibility in a given program. For

example, monitoring code to be inserted at the beginning and at the end of every

function would be organized as an aspect. The aspect compiler would automatically

weave these functions into the main computation. In this way, all the source code

related to monitoring is written in one place, making it easy for the programmer to

write and maintain the software.
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3.1.3 Speeding up Monitoring Functions

Monitoring functions represent pure overhead if the program is correct. In the rare

event that an error is caught, it is important that the monitoring function commu-

nicate the failed check to the original program. This is usually achieved via a raised

exception, an error return code, or by just terminating the main program. Produc-

tion software programs, especially server programs where availability is paramount,

often check for unexpected inputs or conditions and then needs to recover without

terminating the program.

To enhance the performance of these checks, we propose that the software, typ-

ically an instrumentation tool, convey to the architecture which functions are mon-

itoring functions. The programmer writes code following the simple semantics that

the monitoring functions and the normal computation are executing sequentially. In

fact, on a TLS machine, each call of a monitoring function may spawn a new thread;

the original thread executes the monitoring function and the new thread executes the

code after the call speculatively in parallel. The TLS architecture ensures that the

sequential semantics are preserved. The monitoring function only sees the program

state at the beginning of the call and the subsequent changes that it itself makes; the

state of the speculative computation is buffered and not observed. If a data or control

hazard is detected, that is if the speculative thread uses data that is later produced by

the monitoring function call, or if the speculative thread was not supposed to execute

at all, it is rolled back and not allowed to commit.

Typically the monitoring function reads the state of the main computation and

operates on its own data structures. It may communicate with the main function by

returning an error code that indicates success or failure. These kinds of results can

be very accurately predicted because the program is expected to be correct. Thus,

the speculative thread should not typically need to be rolled back.

It is possible that multiple monitoring functions might be invoked in rapid succes-

sion. If they are pure functions that simply return a predictable result, then parallel

execution is possible. However, some of these monitoring codes may update internal

data structures that are then read by later monitor calls. The TLS hardware will

guarantee the sequential semantics even if data hazards occur between the calls. We
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expect these dependences to be rather sparse, especially if the monitoring routines

are spaced out with the main computation.

3.1.4 Summary

In our proposed model, programmers can create monitoring functions simply by as-

suming that these functions will be called and executed sequentially. A code instru-

mentation tool inserts calls to the monitoring functions and marks these routines

as speculative. The machine then exploits the fact that monitoring functions are

mostly independent from the main computation and uses thread-level speculation to

overlap their execution. When the program is correct, the monitoring functions run

faster because they are overlapped with the main computation; if the monitoring

functions find an error, the hardware allows the error be processed as if the program

had executed sequentially.

3.2 Fine-Grain Transactional Programming

Once an error is detected, it is important for many programs to recover from the

error and not just terminate the computation. For example, the software may be

providing services that cannot be interrupted, or the program may have some volatile

state that is difficult or impossible to reconstruct. Even for software that can easily

be restarted, the overhead involved in restarting a process may represent a denial-of-

service vulnerability.

Clearly, it is preferable that software check its inputs and not make any erroneous

updates to its state. However, despite all precautions, programmers still make mis-

takes. It is often easier to introduce end-to-end checks that examine the integrity

of a computational state, but that means the program must now recover from a

compromised state.

Transactions are a powerful abstraction that can be used to address this difficulty.

We envision that programs in the future be built as a composition of transactions.

Each transaction is a unit of computation whose side effects, which include all changes
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to registers and memory, can be committed or discarded as a unit. If checking code

detects a problem, the transaction is aborted and the pre-transaction state restored.

This provides the programmer with an extremely simple approach to error recovery.

Transactions have been extensively used in database applications; these are rather

heavy-weight transactions that typically involve writing to permanent storage. The

concept of transactions has also been applied at the operating system level, where

changes of virtual memories and even system calls can be “undone”[20, 28, 43].

Transactions used for the sake of error containment and recovery can be very fine-

grained, on the order of tens and hundreds of instructions. As such, we must reduce

the overheads involved in implementing these transactions. By keeping transaction

state in the speculative buffers of a TLS machine, we can provide extremely low-

overhead transaction support.

3.2.1 Examples of Transactional Programming

Let us motivate the use of end-to-end checks with the single most common source

of security vulnerabilities: buffer overruns. Despite the large number of man-years

devoted to solving this problem, additional security holes based on overruns continue

to be discovered. Many vulnerable programs are written in C; because C is unsafe,

these programs can often be manipulated with carefully crafted inputs to write past

the intended buffers. Manual inspection has proven to be inadequate, because vul-

nerabilities have been found even in codes that have already been audited for security

holes[9]. It is in general impossible to determine if a program may overrun its buffer

statically. And dynamic techniques that insert array bound checks into C are too

slow to use in practice[21].

The need for end-to-end checks has prompted the development of tools like

StackGuard[9], which verifies that portions of the C run-time stack have not been

improperly overwritten. Unfortunately, by the time a problem is detected, damage

has already been done.

Using transactional programming, the programmer only has to identify routines

that are potentially problematic, as opposed to finding the exact errors. For example,
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many servers have been found with security vulnerabilities in input parsing functions.

One approach is to make the input handling routine a transaction and monitor its

computation. If any errors are found, the entire transaction is aborted and that

particular input can be skipped. The input handling routines can create necessary

data structures as normal, knowing that all side effects will be wiped out cleanly,

without any corruption of data structures, if the transaction is eventually aborted.

Transactional programming also makes it convenient to write programs that may

need to “undo” portions of the computation. An example can be found in network

protocol processing code. In the implementation of HTTP proxy caches, for exam-

ple, there can be a considerable amount of effort dedicated to ensuring that HTTP

inputs are reasonable. Unreasonable requests can result in crashes or the allocation

of excessive or unauthorized resources. When an unreasonable request is detected,

perhaps midway through processing, any partially constructed data structures that

have been created must be cleaned up. By treating the processing of the request as

a separate thread with its own private memory state, the model for such validation

is simplified considerably. Input validation is considered a separate transaction that

can be aborted, and when aborted the resources are reclaimed. This compares favor-

ably to the conventional model of error handling “cleanup” code that is infrequently

exercised or tested, and can contain subtle bugs or resource leaks.

To emphasize this point, we found a concrete example of problematic “cleanup”

code in the first open-source reference release of the User Direct Access Programming

Library (or uDAPL) by the DAT Collaborative[8]. The library is designed to pro-

vide a common API for programmers to easily use a variety of underlying networking

protocols that each supports remote direct memory access or RDMA. The bug is con-

tained in the dapls evd alloc() function that allocates an event descriptor (EVD);

a distillation of that code is shown in Figure 3.1. The EVD is a structure that queues

networking events for a consumer, so it has a number of private fields, as well as two

circular buffers to hold free events and pending events. There are numerous alloca-

tions and initializations made in this allocation routine, and if an error is detected

at certain points along the way, the routine jumps to a “bail” label. Unfortunately,

that code simply calls dapls evd dealloc(), a routine that expects a fully initialized
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dapls_evd_alloc(...) {

/* Allocate EVD */

evd_ptr = dapl_os_alloc(...);

if (!evd_ptr) goto bail;

/* Initialize */

evd_ptr->header.provider = ...

...

/* Allocate EVENTs */

evd_ptr->events = dapl_os_alloc(...);

if (!evd_ptr->events) goto bail;

/* allocate free event queue */

dat_status = dapls_rbuf_alloc(&evd_ptr->free_event_queue, ...);

if (dat_status != DAT_SUCCESS) goto bail;

/* allocate pending event queue */

dat_status = dapls_rbuf_alloc(&evd_ptr->pending_event_queue, ...);

if (dat_status != DAT_SUCCESS) goto bail;

/* add events to free event queue */

for (i = 0; i < evd_ptr->qlen; i++)

dapls_rbuf_add(&evd_ptr->free_event_queue, ...);

return(evd_ptr);

bail:

if (evd_ptr) dapls_evd_dealloc(evd_ptr);

return(NULL);

}

dapls_evd_dealloc(...) {

...

// FIXME-there is a problem here if rbufs failed during alloc

dapls_rbuf_destroy (&evd_ptr->free_event_queue);

dapls_rbuf_destroy (&evd_ptr->pending_event_queue);

...

}

Figure 3.1: Cleanup-code Error Example
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TRY {

... the original code ...

if (error-detected())

ABORT;

} CATCH {

return an error code;

}

return ok;

Figure 3.2: Transaction Syntax

and consistent EVD structure to deallocate. The programmer seems to have noted

this problem in the comments, but perhaps for reasons of expediency, or a belief that

the error-handling code is unlikely to be executed in any case, this corner-case error

has been left in. It should be noted that this incorrect cleanup code was fixed in later

code revisions to the library, but certainly there are similar situations that remain

uncorrected in code that is widely distributed and used. We feel this is an excel-

lent example of where a simple, fine-grained transaction could be used to effectively

clean up data structures in situations where programmers might be tempted to defer

writing complicated manual recovery with a “FIXME” note placeholder instead.

3.2.2 Programming Constructs

To make the concept of transactional programming more concrete, we propose that

the programmer writes transactions using the syntax shown in Figure 3.2.

Although the try..catch syntax we have adopted above resembles that of tra-

ditionally exception handling constructs, the semantics is quite different. In conven-

tional exception handling, the stack is unwound and the control flow returns to the

catch block when an exception is signaled, but side effects made to all other data

structures are not removed. The exception handler must be careful in restoring all

the data structures to a clean state. In our case, the hardware automatically buffers

up all the memory writes and discards them when an abort is issued, guaranteeing
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TRY <L1>;

... the original code ...

if (error-detected())

ABORT;

COMMIT;

return ok;

L1: return an error code;

Figure 3.3: Transaction Machine-level Pseudocode

that the memory is restored to its state just before the try statement. It is this abil-

ity that allows the program to recover from attacks that overwrite data structures

beyond those expected.

To support this operation, we propose three machine instructions:

try 〈addr〉. This instruction indicates the start of a transaction. In TLS termi-

nology, the thread at the point becomes speculative and all the side effects are

buffered. If the transaction is aborted, the speculative state is discarded and

the flow of control branches to the given 〈addr〉 address.

abort. This instruction indicates that the transaction is to be aborted. The hard-

ware discards the speculative state, and the program counter is set to the address

specified by the last try instruction.

commit. This instruction indicates that the transaction is to be committed. The

machine commits the speculative state, and the execution continues as usual.

Compiling the high-level construct discussed above to machine instructions yields

the pseudocode shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2.3 Discussion

Different granularities of transactions require different implementation techniques.

Architectural support is necessary to minimize the overhead of transactions of the

finest granularity. Conversely, hardware support is unsuitable for implementing
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coarser-grain transactions. Statements nested under these architectural-supported

transactions cannot execute any system calls unless operating system support is pro-

vided. If the code is run in a multi-threaded environment, threads can read shared

state, but if a thread wishes to write into any shared state, then locks must be held

until the speculative state is committed.

Ideally, we want to provide the programmer a system that automatically adapts

and chooses a combination of architectural and operating system techniques to im-

plement transactions of any granularity. One possibility is for the machine to raise

an exception when the state of the transaction overflows the available hardware, and

have the system switch to an operating-system based technique to support the coarse

granularity.
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Machine Architecture

There have been quite a number of architectures proposed for thread-level speculation.

They all provide three basic functions:

• multiple simultaneous threads of control,

• buffering of speculative state so that side effects can be discarded and false

dependences can be eliminated, and

• detection of true data dependence violations between threads and the ability to

discard or commit the speculative state to maintain sequential semantics.

The various architectural proposals vary widely in the degree of coupling between

the threads in the system. At one extreme, speculative thread parallelism has been

proposed for large-scale shared memory multiprocessors[5, 13, 49]. More common

proposals, such as those based upon chip multiprocessors, are fairly loosely coupled

and typically provide inter-thread communication through the second-level cache[7,

17, 51]. Some propose relatively novel architectures, such as the ring of processing

elements found in the Multiscalar[46]. The most tightly-coupled implementations

include the DMT machine[1], which adds speculative thread support to a simultaneous

multithreaded (SMT)[55] version of a traditional superscalar processor. In the DMT,

threads communicate through forwarded registers and an expanded load-store queue.

Our objective is to support the speculative execution of both execution monitoring

code as well as fine-grained transactions. Both of these scenarios generate relatively

54
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fine-grained threads, which are likely to perform poorly on a loosely-coupled TLS

machine where thread operations (like creation and commit) would have higher over-

heads. Thus, our proposed architecture is based on a tightly-coupled SMT machine,

and is quite similar to the DMT machine proposal.

TLS machine proposals also vary in the way they divide the computation up into

speculative threads. Parallelizing loop iterations is the most common technique[17,

51, 54]. Some researchers have proposed speculating on procedure continuations,

that is, the codes that immediately follow a procedure call[1, 36]. Other techniques

include using a compiler analysis to divide the static program into threads[57], using

fixed-interval chunks of instruction traces[42], or applying a predetermined heuristic

to dynamically partition the program[6].

While our architecture can support all the above options, the work presented here

focuses on support for execution monitoring and transactions. The TLS scheme

we propose for execution monitoring is a special case of speculative procedure

continuations–the main difference is that the software is responsible for selecting

which procedure continuations to execute speculatively. We can exploit higher-level

program knowledge to restrict TLS to a set of functions, in this case monitoring calls,

where speculation is more likely to succeed. Support for transactions, as discussed in

Section 3.2, requires the addition of a few instructions so that at run time the software

can control whether transactions are committed or aborted. These relatively small

additions give the software the necessary hooks to make better use of the basic TLS

hardware.

We now give an overview of the architecture, followed by the details of how the

speculative threads are controlled, and the addition of value prediction to the scheme.

Next, we describe an optimization to the calling convention that makes procedural

speculation more efficient. Finally, we discuss how fine-grained transactions are sup-

ported.
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4.1 Overview

Our architecture is an extension of a simultaneous multi-threaded machine (SMT)[55],

which in turn is based on a superscalar architecture. Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram

of our machine. The main features of our base superscalar machine include a standard

5-stage pipeline:

1. Fetch instructions from the instruction cache into the instruction queues.

2. Decode the instruction and rename registers.

3. Issue ready instructions and execute.

4. Write back register results.

5. Commit instructions in the original program order.

PC
FETCH

INST QUEUE

DECODE
thread
control RENAME

PHYS
REGSRESERVATION

STATIONS

value
predictor

FUs

LD/ST
QUEUES

D$

Figure 4.1: Machine Architecture

Simultaneous multi-threading extends the superscalar processor by allowing the

machine to execute instructions from multiple threads on the same set of functional

units, using primarily the same hardware scheduling mechanism as the superscalar.

To store the contexts associated with the multiple threads, architectural registers

(including program counters), the register renaming table, and the branch predictor’s

return-address stack are all duplicated for each thread. The fetch unit is modified to

arbitrate instruction fetch between the threads, while branch misprediction recovery

as well as instruction retirement are modified to operate on a per-thread basis. Having
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Figure 4.2: Machine Pipeline

a common pool of physical registers and functional units, SMT allows the threads to

share the hardware resources in a more fluid manner.

The following is a high-level description of the features added to support thread-

level speculation. More details are provided in Sections 4.2 through 4.6.

Thread control logic. This unit initiates threads, detects when threads stop,

and either validates the speculation or restarts the speculative thread. It keeps

track of the priorities of speculative threads, with higher priorities being given to

those that would have occurred earlier had the code been executed sequentially.

Our base proposal allows for an arbitrary ordering between threads, though we

discuss the performance impact of a simpler implementation in Section 5.2.4.

Speculative memory state and data hazard detection. The load-store queue

(LSQ) is replicated per thread to buffer the speculative memory state. This fine-

grain support allows stores by a thread be observed by a later thread within

two clocks. The queues are augmented with address comparators and snooping

logic to detect memory data dependence violations between the threads. This

expanded snooping logic will likely require a longer latency than traditional

LSQ operation, a consequence we evaluate in Section 5.2.7. The original five-

stage pipeline is augmented with a final commit stage, shown in Figure 4.2,

that issues the buffered speculative stores buffered to memory when the thread

commits.

Additional architectural register sets per thread. We add a set of “input”

registers per thread, representing the starting state of each thread. We refer to

the per-thread architectural registers that are updated during thread execution
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(known as the “retirement” register file in a superscalar) as the “output” regis-

ters. We presume a register file organization very similar to the DMT’s, where

single-cycle copies of the registers from thread to thread are possible. Note that

in TLS, the output registers are no longer known to be correct and final, as the

speculative thread could potentially be restarted. A single “final” register set

is updated when threads commit and are no longer speculative; no recovery is

possible once final registers are updated.

Modified arbitration policies. As in typical SMT implementations[56], our ma-

chine can fetch from a maximum of 2 threads per cycle. With TLS, however,

all threads are not created equal. Only the sequential thread is guaranteed to

make forward progress, while all the other threads are speculative and may be

rolled back. Thus our policy is to fetch from the two highest priority threads

whose fetches are not blocked. We also prioritize the arbitration for shared

resources each cycle to favor the higher-priority threads.

A value predictor. To improve the success of speculation, a value predictor is

used to predict the results of procedure return values that would otherwise

cause thread squashes.

Buffered transaction state in the cache. To support coarser-grain transactions,

each cache line is augmented with a single bit to mark whether the data is

speculative and must be held in the cache, or is nonspeculative and free to be

stored further out in the memory hierarchy.

4.2 Procedural Speculation

Procedural speculation is supported with a design very similar to that in the DMT

architecture. The design supports nested procedural speculation as well as exception

handling.

In procedural speculation, it is the code following the procedure that is being

executed speculatively, since the called function executes first according to the original
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sequential semantics. A thread’s current context is used to execute the called function,

and a new thread context speculatively executes the computation after the call.

A speculative thread may encounter three kinds of potential hazards: memory

data hazards, register data hazards, and control hazards. Memory data hazards

are detected as a thread runs, whereas register data hazards are checked only when

a thread is ready to commit. A thread is rolled back whenever a data hazard is

detected; when that happens, all the lower-priority threads that have read from other

speculative threads must also be rolled back. A control hazard occurs if the procedure

call preceding a speculative thread generates an exception and never returns to the

call site. In that case the speculative thread stays in the system until it is evicted

from the machine.

The lowest-priority thread is evicted whenever a higher-priority thread wishes to

spawn but there are no thread resources available. This ensures that resources are

applied to the most important and least speculative threads. Useless threads wind

up being evicted from the machine, but poor load balance or control mispredictions

can cause useful threads to be evicted as well.

A thread executes until it reaches the end of the program, or it meets the spec-

ulative thread started on its behalf, or it gets evicted from the system. Its state

is committed when it becomes the head thread, that is, the thread with the highest

priority in the system.

To facilitate the fast creation and validation of threads, we propose a register

file design, shown in Figure 4.3, that is essentially the same as the one proposed for

the DMT processor[1]. All copies of a particular architectural register are kept close

together to facilitate fast copying during thread creation, and fast validation during

thread meet.

We describe each of the thread operations in more detail below.

Creating a new thread. To create a new thread, an empty thread context is

selected if available. If all contexts are full, a new context is made available by

discarding the lowest-priority thread. This requires invalidating all its state in

the reservation stations, execution units, load-store queues, rename tables and

fetch structures.
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Figure 4.3: Register File Organization

The “output” register state of the current thread is flash-copied in a single cycle

into the “input” register set of the new thread. If the output register has a tag

indicating that an in-flight instruction has an update of that register pending,

the tag representing that write will be copied into the input register in lieu of a

register value. When the in-flight instruction completes, the input register will

be set with the register value arriving on the writeback bus. In the fetch unit, the

new thread’s program counter is set to the instruction after the call (the return

address) and it begins fetching from there. In addition, the return address stack

of the current thread is copied to the new thread. Our system allows only one

new thread to be created per cycle, again favoring higher-priority threads, and
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there is no additional cost to starting a thread, apart from the pipeline startup

delays associated with redirecting fetch.

Stopping a thread. During the execution of a thread, the thread control logic

watches the fetch addresses of all the threads. If any thread Ti attempts to

fetch from the same address as the start PC of the next speculative thread

Ti+1 in the priority list, instruction fetch for thread Ti is blocked and Ti waits

to become highest priority. We refer to this as a thread meet. Note that a

stopped thread may be restarted if data hazards arise before the thread can be

committed.

Committing a thread. When a speculative thread becomes the head thread T1,

the thread is no longer speculative and the final commit stage becomes active.

In that stage, any buffered speculative stores are issued to memory, up to the

commit width of the machine and subject to the availability of store ports. T1’s

speculatively written output registers are also committed to the final register

file, again subject to the commit width.

Note that T1 can continue to fetch and execute while the thread is committing,

as long as fetch has not been stopped by a meet with the next thread T2. If

T1 finishes committing and has not met with T2, it continues executing as the

sequential thread and thus does not buffer any speculative state. The store

addresses produced by T1 will still be snooped by lower-priority threads to

detect potential hazards.

Memory data hazards. A lower-priority thread must watch the writes of higher-

priority threads to ensure that there are no data hazards. These hazards are

detected in the load-store queues. All loads and stores of a speculative thread

are buffered in program order in a single queue, and these queue entries are not

released until the speculative thread commits. Store entries contain both the

address and the data for the store. Load entries contain the address as well as

a bit indicating whether the load was satisfied by an earlier store entry in the

same queue.
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When the address of a store in the LSQ resolves, it is checked against all loads

with resolved addresses in the queues of lower-priority threads. The following

two conditions are checked:

1. Do the addresses match or overlap?

2. Was the load satisfied within its own thread by a earlier store in the same

queue?

If condition 1 is true and condition 2 is false, then there is in fact a data hazard,

and the lower-priority thread (with the load) is restarted (using its saved “input”

register state) so that the memory dependence will be observed. In addition,

any other lower-priority threads that have read any speculative data from other

threads are restarted as well, as they may have read corrupt data from the

thread we are restarting. Note that we do not restart when both conditions 1

and 2 are met. This policy, together with the prioritized load access described

in Section 4.3, effectively implements “memory renaming” between the threads

and prevents unnecessary restarts due to false dependences.

Register data hazards. Register validation takes place as the head thread T1

goes through its commit process, writing back modified output register values

to the final register file. We must ensure that any input register of T2 (the

second-highest priority thread that immediately follows T1) matches the final

value coming from T1 if that value was in fact used by T2. This is accomplished

by having T2’s input registers watch the register values that T1 commits to the

final registers and then verifying that they are the same. If no output register

value is committed by T1 for a particular register, then T2’s input register must

be compared with the final register value instead.

When all of T1’s stores have been issued to memory and all modified output

registers have been committed, we know that any memory dependence violations

would have been detected and handled. In addition, any incorrect input register

values used by T2 would be detected by this point. If one or more of T2’s input

registers indicate that T2 used an incorrect input value, T2 is restarted with
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correct values from the final register file. If the input registers all used correct

values, T1’s context is freed, T2 becomes the head thread, and then begins its

own commit process.

Performance optimizations. If a thread is restarted due to a data hazard, any

threads it has created in the past are now unneeded orphan threads, as the

restarted thread will create any desired child threads again as it re-executes.

Because of nested thread creation, however, there may be valid threads, repre-

senting speculation at outer procedure levels, that are lower in the priority list

than these orphans. Because of that lower priority, they would be targeted for

eviction sooner than the orphaned threads. To prevent this, the control logic

for each thread watches the status of its parent thread. If a parent is restarted

or deleted, the newly orphaned thread will stop execution as soon as access to

the thread priority list is available. Transitively, any children of the orphaned

threads will be deleted in later cycles.

4.3 The Load-store Queues

As described in the previous section, the replicated load-store queues are modified

to watch store addresses of previous threads to detect data dependence violations

and signal the need for a restart. In addition, we must modify the lookup procedure

when a load instruction is issued. Figure 4.4 shows how load lookups are performed

in an example with four threads. The load address is sent to all load-store queues,

which determine whether they contain a store entry with a matching address. If so,

a hit is signaled, and the data from the latest matching store is forwarded. We then

must use the ordering of the threads in the sequential program execution to select

the most recent store value from among all lower-priority threads with hits. This

thread ordering is provided by the thread control logic, and combined with the hit

information selects the correct queue. If the load is satisfied by a store in its own

queue, we set a bit in the load entry noting that it is intrathread, so any subsequent

stores in higher-priority threads do not cause an unnecessary restart.
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Figure 4.4: Load Lookup Operation with Four Load-store Queues

There is also the possibility that the most recent address-matching store may not

yet have its store data available. In this case, we put the load to “sleep” instead

of issuing it, as executing with any other data would most likely result in a data

dependence violation. In addition to suppressing the load for the time being, we

mark the matching store to indicate that it should issue a “wake” signal when its

data value is ready. Once such a wake signal is received by the sleeping load, it

attempts to reissue as usual.

4.4 Value Prediction

Whenever we create a new thread, it receives an initial copy of the spawning thread’s

register state at creation time as its predicted starting state. We refer to this primitive

form of value prediction as “spawn prediction”. For procedural speculation, this

prediction tends to work very well, with the exception of the return value register.

The speculative threads would have restored caller-saved registers before using them,

and callee-saved registers would be restored by the callee before it returns if it changes
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Figure 4.5: ATLAS Hybrid Local/Global Predictor

their values. Thus, no data hazards are expected to be observed for any of the register

values except for the return value. In addition, data hazards may exist through

updates to memory (e.g. pointer arguments or global variables).

To improve the success of speculation, we have implemented value prediction for

procedure return values only. The predictor can also be used to predict values for

load instructions that frequently cause thread restarts, but for the monitoring codes

we examined it did not prove to be necessary or helpful. Most instrumentations did

not need load value prediction as they experienced very few memory violations, while

the instrumentations that did have significant memory violations did not have enough

value locality to make load value prediction effective. Our description of the value

predictor thus focuses only on its use for return value prediction.

Entries in the value predictor are indexed by the thread-starting address. When a

thread is initiated, the predictor is checked for an entry. If there is a hit, the predicted

value will be installed in the return value register for procedure threads.
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The value predictor used is the Atlas Hybrid Local/Global predictor that was

described and implemented by Codrescu[7]. We show a diagram of it in Figure 4.5.

It has a first-level table containing local value history that is used for last value and

stride value predictions; this table is also used to index into two second-level context

predictor tables as shown. One of the second-level tables is indexed in a shallow

fashion: using only the instruction address as well as the last predicted value. The

other second-level table combines a deeper value history together with recent branch

outcomes and the instruction address to form its index. Each predictor entry in the

three tables has a saturating confidence counter, so the predictor with the greatest

confidence at the time is chosen to provide the predicted value.

Value predictions are verified and updated as follows. When head thread T1 meets

with the next thread T2, and a return value prediction had been made for T2, the

standard register validation process (described in Section 4.2) is used to check the

values and restart T2 if necessary. In addition, the value predictor is accessed and

updated with the correct return value from T1. The saturating confidence counters

for the different predictor entries (in the first-level and two second-level tables) are

also updated in this process.

Entries in the value predictor are introduced on demand whenever a thread is

restarted due to an incorrect return value register, that is, after simple “spawn” value

prediction has failed.

4.5 Calling Convention Optimization

When examining the instrumentation code that we are targeting for TLS execution,

we saw that many of these routines spend significant time saving and restoring the

register state of the main computation. In the case of binary instrumentation, where

the instrumentation calls are directly inserted into the binary, the instrumentation

must preserve any temporary or argument registers that it may overwrite. (Under

normal calling conventions, it would be the responsibility of the caller to save these

registers.) Also, if the instrumentation routine is not a leaf procedure, the regis-

ter usage of its callees may not be known, so again the instrumentation must be
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Thread 1

r0 <- ...

monitor() {

  /* callee save */

  stack <- r0

  ...

  /* callee restore */

  r0 <- stack

}

Thread 2

... <- r0

Original Code

r0 <- ...

monitor();

... <- r0 

void monitor() {

  /* callee save */

  stack <- r0

  ...

  /* callee restore */

  r0 <- stack

}

XXX
  /* callee restore */  /* callee restore */

  r0 <- stack  r0 <- stack

1

3

2

Figure 4.6: Calling Convention Optimization

conservative and preserve them.

When executing the instrumentation code using TLS, however, we already have

a copy of the register state at procedure call boundaries—in the input registers of

the next thread. Thus it is possible to eliminate the register restore operations if we

instead rely on the input registers to preserve the values. We show how this scheme

works in Figure 4.6, quite similar to the code in Figure 2.3, except here the procedure

being called is a monitoring function.

When the monitoring function is called, we fork a new thread (step 1 in the

figure) and copy the current register state into the input registers of the new thread.

As the new thread executes, it will the use input register values as needed (step 2).

Meanwhile, when the end of the monitoring function is reached, the register restore

operations we would normally execute are not necessary as long as we can guarantee

that the input register state of the next thread (thread 2) is correct. If we are confident

of that fact, we can simply suppress the restore operations (step 3), thread 1 then

retires, and thread 2 continues executing.

To take advantage of this opportunity, we have implemented an optimization

that dynamically suppresses the execution of these register restore operations when
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possible. We use a simple static analysis to identify the register restore instructions

in the binary. These instructions are identified out-of-band to our simulator, but

in a real-world implementation the instructions would need to be marked. This

could be accomplished either with an annotation on the instruction itself, such as an

additional bit or special opcode, or the entire restore sequence could be demarked

by placing special instructions at the beginning and end of each sequence. We only

mark the restore operations inside of procedures that may execute with speculative

continuations; thus only restore operations inside monitoring functions are marked

for potential elimination.

Before performing this optimization, we need to be sure that the next thread

indeed holds correct register value. Typically it should, but there are a number

reasons why it may not, namely:

1. A thread fork operation may have been suppressed.1 If so, we obviously do not

want to eliminate restore operations, as no corresponding thread was created

with the needed register values.

2. Lower-priority threads may have been evicted from the machine after creation.

In the process, the input register state would also be discarded. Thus any oper-

ations restoring those values should in fact execute instead of being eliminated.

3. A longjmp operation may have executed. The location of the corresponding

setjmp indicates which thread, if it exists, now has the appropriate input reg-

ister values. This is too complicated to accurately track, so restore operations

should not be eliminated.

4. A thread may have been created under branch misprediction, i.e. during wrong-

path execution. A thread created during wrong-path execution does not have a

valid input register state; thus no restore operations can be eliminated if they

would rely on correct values being available in the input registers of that thread.

1In our scheme only a single new thread can be created (machine-wide) each cycle, so additional
requests to fork a thread that same cycle would be suppressed.
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We handle most of these cases by maintaining a boolean value, OptimizeOK, in

each thread context indicating whether it is safe to eliminate any marked register

restore operations are encountered. This boolean is initialized to true in the parent

thread when a new speculative thread is spawned. To prevent incorrect execution in

the cases outlined above, we set OptimizeOK for thread Ti to false when any of the

following occur:

1. Ti attempts to fork a new thread but the operation is suppressed

2. Ti becomes the lowest-priority (“last”) thread in a full machine where all avail-

able thread contexts are occupied

3. Ti executes a longjmp operation

4. Upon branch misprediction recovery, Ti detects that it had forked a thread

during wrong-path execution

Thus, after any of these events occur, Ti will not be allowed to eliminate restore

operations. However, the situation changes if Ti subsequently forks a new child thread

Ti+1. Now we want to allow Ti to optimize restore operations with respect to the newly

forked procedure continuation, but any conditions that were previously preventing Ti

from optimizing should now restrict optimization in the newly-created child thread

instead. Thus, whenever thread Ti forks a new thread Ti+1, we set the values of

OptimizeOK for the two threads as follows:

1. OptimizeOK [Ti+1] = OptimizeOK [Ti]

2. OptimizeOK [Ti] = true

An additional safety concern arises when the machine is fully occupied with

threads and a new thread (of non-lowest priority) is to be created. We wish to

evict the last, most speculative thread Tn to make room the new thread, but the

second-to-last thread Tn−1 may have already optimized away some register restore

operations. If so, blindly discarding Tn’s state would lose the correct register values.
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In this case we can simply squash and restart Tn−1 after evicting Tn so that it will

correctly execute the needed restore operations.

The register validation scheme described in Section 4.2 must also be modified to

handle this optimization. When threads T1 and T2 meet, and T1 had optimized some

restore operations away, the stale final register value from T1 may not match the

correct value in T2’s input register. These discrepancies are ignored in the validation

process; if all other “non-optimized” registers match, then T2 becomes the head thread

just as before. On the other hand, if any of the “non-optimized” register values

do not match, then the correct register state that T2 must start with consists of

“non-optimized” register values from the final register file together with “optimized”

register values in T2’s input registers.

4.6 Speculative Transaction Implementation

4.6.1 Basic Transaction Functionality

For transactions, all the important decisions are made by the software; programs

use the try〈addr〉 , commit, abort instructions to dictate when the speculation

starts, when to commit the speculative state, when to abort the speculation. Unlike

the case of procedural speculation, the hardware does not have to detect data hazards

nor initiate roll backs on its own.

Let us first consider the simple case when transactions cannot be nested. When a

try〈addr〉 instruction is issued, the machine does not need to start another thread,

it only needs to save the current state in case an abort instruction is issued. This

is achieved on our hardware by flash-copying the current register state into its input

register state. Register mappings are also flash-copied, and any outstanding register

writebacks (resulting from instructions issued before the transaction began) must

update both the current and the input registers. In addition, the address supplied in

the try statement is also stored as the target should an abort be issued. From this

point on, any stores that are issued are part of the speculative state.

If the program executes an abort instruction, the speculative memory state is
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discarded, the registers are restored to the saved input register values, the program

counter is set to the address the user specified with try, and the thread proceeds with

normal non-speculative execution. If commit is executed instead, the speculative

memory state is committed, and the thread resumes normal execution.

While architecture-supported transactions are very efficient, they are limited by

the amount of speculative state that can be stored in the hardware. The load/store

queues, which hold the speculative state for procedural speculation, are expensive

because of the logic needed to support data hazard detection. (In our base architec-

ture, we assume that every thread has a load/store queue holding only 64 entries.)

With traditional TLS, we can always discard a speculative thread if the speculative

state storage is exhausted, or the thread can wait to become sequential at which point

its state no longer needs to be buffered. Full support for transactions, however, re-

quires that an arbitrary amount of state be buffered until the program or programmer

decides to commit or abort.

To support larger-sized transactions, it is highly desirable to increase the amount

of speculative buffering as much as is practical. We observe that data hazard detection

is not needed in general for the implementation of transactions in a single-threaded

environment. The only requirement is that speculative memory state must be pre-

vented from overwriting the sequential state. We can expand our speculative storage

with a simple extension to the first-level data cache.

All data written into the cache during speculative execution is labeled “specula-

tive”. If a transaction is commits, all the speculative bits in the cache are cleared and

the state is deemed permanent. If a transaction is aborted, however, all cache lines

marked speculative are invalidated. A single “speculative” bit per cache line is the

only additional storage that is required for single-threaded transactional programs.

Supporting transactions under multi-threaded execution, assuming the programmer

has ensured there is no sharing of transactional data between threads, would require

one additional bit per thread. Similarly, nesting of transactions within a single thread

could be supported by introducing more bits per thread.

The size and associativity limits of first-level caches obviously presents a problem

for buffering large transactions. A cache line that is marked speculative cannot be
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written back to the memory hierarchy. If such a line must be evicted from the

cache due to conflict or capacity issues, the default behavior is to raise an exception

indicating that there are insufficient architectural resources to handle the transaction.

If the system does not handle the exception automatically and instead passes it to the

program, this places a burden on the programmer to determine how to appropriately

handle oversized transactions. Before we present our proposal for handling an overflow

exception, we first outline a few mechanisms that could be used to automatically

handle overflows:

Abort the transaction. To be safe, we could simply discard any transaction that

was too large. While perhaps appropriate in cases when an oversized transaction

might be a clue that an ABORT is desired (e.g. large buffer-overrun attacks),

this solution presents a denial-of-service opportunity for large but valid trans-

actions, or could result in an application being unable to make forward progress

if the transaction is essential.

Commit the transaction. If it is essential that all valid transactions be able to

proceed, we could simply commit transactions without validation when they

get too large. While such transactions could be noted in a log for later review,

a forced commit would negate much of the safety benefits gained by offering

transactions in the first place.

Increase the amount of cache buffering. Buffering could be extended by adding

speculative line bits to the second or third level caches, though this would result

in increased cache design complexity. The larger cache buffers would still be

insufficient for some transactions, of course, especially if associativity is limited.

Utilize coarser-granularity transactional support. If the operating system of-

fers coarser-granularity transactions (e.g. Recovery-Oriented Computing [2])

the system could be designed to fall back to this option when transactions are

too large.

We can see that the first three options each have significant limitations to their
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effectiveness, while the last option simply shifts the burden to a different transac-

tional system. Because buffering in limited associativity caches presents significant

variability the amounts of transactional state that can be handled, and given that

our overall goal is to help make code more reliable, we feel that a robust overflow so-

lution, even if potentially slow, is necessary. The next section describes our proposal,

which utilizes an interrupt handler in the operating system to deal with transaction

overflows in the cache.

4.6.2 Fallback Support for Larger Transactions

Our proposed scheme for handling larger transactions utilizes a “copy-on-write” policy

whenever data overflows a particular set in the cache. The general idea of buffering is

to prevent speculative data from overwriting the nonspeculative versions of that same

data. When we have an overflow, however, what we can do is make a duplicate copy

of the valid, nonspeculative data and then allow the speculative data to overwrite

the original valid data and be stored in memory outside of the cache. Any valid,

nonspeculative data that is in danger of being overwritten by speculative overflow

will be preserved in a separate memory buffer, referred to as NS below.

We now outline the steps taken to preserve nonspeculative data from being over-

written. When a store of transactional data D occurs, and any candidate locations

where it could be placed in the L1 are already filled with speculative (“pinned”) trans-

action data, we invoke an operating system handler. Assume that A = [A1, ..., An]

represents the set of addresses of all the speculative data items in the n-way associa-

tive cache set that is currently full and where we would like to store D.

1. Copy the speculative data from the cache set into memory, if necessary.

2. Load the nonspeculative data from the addresses in A.

3. For each address a ∈ A, store a, as well as its nonspeculative data, in NS if a

has not previously been stored in NS.
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4. Return the speculative data copied in Step 1 to the cache.

5. Clear the “speculative” bits in the cache set so the data is no longer “pinned”

in the cache.

Note that we must be careful not to destroy either the speculative or nonspecu-

lative versions of the data in this process. Thus steps 1 and 4 above are needed if

the architecture does not have a “non-cacheable” load instruction that would allow

the speculative data to remain in the cache while we load the nonspeculative ver-

sions of that data (in Step 2) directly into registers from memory, leaving the cache

untouched.

After we allow speculative data to spill into memory, we must restore such memory

if the transaction is not to commit. Thus the transaction abort procedure is modified

to restore all the nonspeculative data buffered in NS, taking care to ensure that any

speculative data in the cache is either overwritten with the correct values from NS

or is invalidated if data NS is written only to memory. The commit procedure can

operate much as usual, since the NS data is rendered stale after a transaction commit

and can simply be discarded.

We must also be careful how the handler is implemented in order to correctly

preserve the speculative and nonspeculative state–for example, the handler cannot

rely on the ability to bring arbitrary data into the L1 data cache in order to operate.

As such, the handler should exclusively use data pages that are mapped as non-

cacheable in the virtual memory system in order to execute correctly. The page(s)

that hold NS should neither be cached nor paged out to disk for the duration of

the transaction. Overall, this handler will obviously execute quite slowly, but it is

only designed as a fallback mechanism to allow for the correct completion of unusually

large transactions. If the handler is invoked frequently, there should be some feedback

path to the programmer suggesting that the transactions need to be modified to be

of finer granularity, or that coarser-granularity transaction support from a different

system would be more appropriate.



Chapter 5

Monitor-and-Recover Evaluation

This chapter presents an experimental evaluation of our proposals for using thread-

level speculation to speed up monitoring code execution and support fine-grained

transactions. Section 5.1 describes the baseline machines and evaluates the perfor-

mance of monitoring code examples. Section 5.2 goes further into detail regarding

the performance effects of various design decisions in the architecture. Finally, in

Section 5.3 we investigate the use of fine-grained transactions to recover from some

buffer-overrun examples.

5.1 Baseline Monitoring Code Simulation Results

We have implemented a simulator of our architecture based on the SimpleScalar 3.0c

out-of-order simulator for the Alpha instruction set[3]. We extended the simulator to

first support simultaneous multithreading and then to support thread-level specula-

tion as discussed in Chapter 4. The main functionality our simulator represents about

20,000 lines of code, compared to roughly 5,000 for SimpleScalar as it is distributed.

Validation functionality was also added to compare the final retirement instruction

stream with that of a reference uniprocessor simulator to ensure that both were iden-

tical.

As in the base SimpleScalar simulator, system calls are executed by trapping

through to the host operating system and cannot be executed speculatively. Thus

75
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Parameter SMT1 SMT2 SMT4

fetch width 4 8 16
issue width 4 8 16
commit width 4 8 16
reservation
stations

128 256 512

lsq entries 64 p.t. 64 p.t. 64 p.t.
int ALUs 4 8 16
FP ALUs 4 8 16
mem. ports 2 2 4
lsq ports 2 4 8
fetch ports 2 ports, priority scheduled
branch 8k/8k entry gshare /
predictor bimodal, 8k meta predictor
value AMA[7], L1: 128 entry 2-way SA,
predictor L2 (each): 2048 entry 4-way SA
L1 Dcache 32K, 4-way SA (32B lines), 1 cycle latency
L1 Icache 32K, 2-way SA (32B lines), 1 cycle latency
L2 cache 4M, 4-way SA (64B lines), 6-cycle latency
memory 100 cycles latency

Figure 5.1: Parameters of the Simulation

speculative threads must be delayed until they become non-speculative if they attempt

to make a system call. System calls are not allowed inside transactions.

Figure 5.1 shows the simulator parameters. Parameters labeled “p.t.” represent

per-thread values for non-shared resources, so an SMT2 processor with four threads

would have 64 load-store queue entries per thread, or 64 × 4 = 256 entries across

the whole machine. We simulate three sample SMT configurations, with the larger

configurations typically having two or four times the overall base SMT1 resources.

Memory interfaces are more limited, however.

As discussed in Section 4.1, the fetch unit services a maximum of two threads per

cycle. For the data cache ports, we generally increase them more slowly than other

resources. For example, the SMT4 configuration still has four memory ports, but

we allow eight load-store queue (LSQ) ports to enable more loads to execute–either
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Base Program Monitoring Inst Count Inst Increase

Vortex (none) 3.1B
Pixie 19.5B 6.2x
Third 55.0B 17.4x
DIDUCE.1 10.8B 3.4x
DIDUCE 75.7B 24.0x

Perl (none) 2.9B
Pixie 18.4B 6.3x
Third 61.2B 21.0x
DIDUCE.1 7.6B 2.6x
DIDUCE 53.4B 18.3x

Figure 5.2: Dynamic Instruction Count Overheads of Monitored Programs

via store forwarding between threads or lookups for disambiguation. Note that in

the text, we use the shorthand SMTm/tn notation to refer to an SMTm machine

running with n thread contexts available.

Benchmarks we tested were all compiled using gcc 2.91.66 with -O2 optimization.

The version of ATOM used was 2.17d. Complete instruction counts were obtained us-

ing a fast functional simulator, while performance statistics were gathered by simulat-

ing one billion instructions of each execution after skipping well past the initialization

phases of the base programs[45].

5.1.1 Monitoring Code Benchmarks

Our first set of experiments evaluate the performance of applications after adding

instrumentation with the help of an automated tool. We experimented with three ex-

ecution monitoring tools. The first two, Pixie and Third Degree, come as prepackaged

tools with Compaq’s ATOM. Pixie counts basic block execution frequencies and can

be useful for profile-based optimizations. Third Degree, like Purify, finds potential

memory access errors in programs. The third tool we experimented with is a simple

version of DIDUCE. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, DIDUCE monitors data accessed

by instructions to look for anomalies in programs and help locate algorithmic errors.

1Uninstrumented base program IPCs (italicized) are not included in the harmonic mean figures
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Program Monitoring Slowdown Speedups IPC

SMT1
/t1

SMT4
/t1

SMT4
/t8

4/1
vs.
1/1

4/8
vs.
1/1

4/8
vs.
4/1

SMT1
/t1

SMT4
/t1

SMT4
/t8

Vortex – – – – – – 2.3 4.0 –
Pixie 5.8 3.2 2.2 1.8 2.7 1.5 2.5 4.6 6.8
Third 18.3 10.2 6.4 1.8 2.8 1.6 2.3 4.1 6.5
DIDUCE.1 3.4 1.6 1.0 2.1 3.3 1.6 2.4 5.1 8.0
DIDUCE 24.4 12.0 7.2 2.0 3.4 1.7 2.3 4.8 7.9

Perl – – – – – – 2.1 2.9 –
Pixie 5.3 3.0 2.0 1.8 2.7 1.5 2.4 4.2 6.5
Third 18.5 12.6 8.8 1.5 2.1 1.4 2.3 3.4 4.8
DIDUCE.1 2.3 1.2 0.8 2.0 2.8 1.4 2.3 4.5 6.2
DIDUCE 15.8 7.6 4.6 2.1 3.4 1.6 2.3 4.8 8.0

Harmonic Mean1 1.9 2.8 1.5 2.3 4.4 6.6

Figure 5.3: Summary of Vortex and Perl Monitoring

DIDUCE was originally implemented for Java, but we created a simple version with

ATOM that tracks the values generated by load instructions. DIDUCE allows users to

adjust the level of instrumentation according to their needs. To simulate different de-

grees of instrumentation, we tested two configurations: a heavy-weight version where

every static load instruction in the program is instrumented, and a more lightweight

version where only every 10th static load in the binary is instrumented. We will refer

to the former experiment as DIDUCE and the latter as DIDUCE.1.

We applied these instrumentations to two base programs: Vortex, an object-

oriented database, and Perl, the PERL language interpreter, both from the SPECint

benchmark suite. We used the training sets from CINT95 (specifically jumble.pl for

Perl) for inputs. The dynamic instruction counts of the base programs as well as

their monitored executions are shown in Figure 5.2. The final column lists the factor

by which instruction count increased when instrumentation was added to the base

program. That factor ranged from 2.6x when DIDUCE.1 is applied to Perl up to 24x

when DIDUCE is applied to Vortex.
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5.1.2 Baseline Performance of Monitoring Code

Figure 5.3 shows an overview of how our monitoring examples performed. First

we ran the both the original base programs as well as the instrumented versions

on the SMT1/t1 machine in order to determine the slowdown factors2 caused by

monitored execution. These factors range from 2.3x to 24.4x—similar to the range of

factors by which dynamic instruction count increased. When we increase the resources

of the machine to the more generous 16-wide SMT configuration but still execute

with only one thread (SMT4/t1), the computations speed up by an average factor

of 1.9 due to the additional ILP exploited. But by adding TLS features supporting

eight thread contexts to the machine (SMT4/t8), we are able to obtain an additional

1.5x performance gain over the single-threaded SMT4 that has comparable resources.

Overall, performance goes up by an average of 2.8x relative to SMT1/t1.

The lightest instrumentation, DIDUCE.1, originally slows the program by factors

of 3.4 and 2.3 for Vortex and Perl, respectively. However, the SMT4/t8 configuration

is able to reduce the 3.4x slowdown to 1.02x—just a two percent overhead—and the

2.3x overhead is more than eliminated. In the latter case the monitored execution

actually runs faster than the original program thanks to exploiting both instruction-

level and thread-level parallelism. The heaviest instrumentation, DIDUCE on Vortex,

takes only 7.2 times as long with SMT4/t8, down from more than 24 times. Figure 5.3

also notes the committed IPC of the executions, which on average have gone up from

2.3 to 6.6.

Also of interest is how close we can get to SMT4/t8’s achieved IPC with fewer

SMT resources and a smaller number of thread contexts available. The overall IPCs

achieved with the SMT2 and SMT4 configurations executing with 1, 2, 4 or 8 threads

are shown in Figure 5.4. The base IPC with SMT1/t1 is also plotted as a single data

point. While many of the programs show significant performance improvement going

from four to eight available threads, the Pixie instrumentations benefit particularly

in this case, as the threads are relatively short and can utilize more contexts. Overall,

providing eight thread seems worthwhile—for both SMT2 and SMT4, only about 75%

2Slowdown factor is calculated by dividing the execution time of the instrumented program by
the execution time of the uninstrumented (base) program
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Figure 5.4: Performance of Execution Monitoring on the Proposed Architectures
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of the IPC that is gained by using eight threads can be achieved when a maximum

of four threads is allowed.

To further understand the performance of programs on our proposed architecture,

we show in Figure 5.5 some internal statistics from the SMT4/t8 runs. At the top, the

speedup from TLS execution is included for reference. We show the average number

of threads active each cycle, as well as what ultimately becomes of those threads:

whether they are committed, evicted to make room for higher priority threads, or

orphaned and deleted. Of the threads that do retire, we show what percentage had

been restarted due to memory or register data violations before commit, as well as the

number of instructions they executed and committed. For the cycle-based metrics,

we distinguish between machine cycles and “thread cycles”, where n threads active

during one machine cycle represents n thread cycles. Thus the LSQ full percentage

expresses a likelihood that an active thread will find its own load-store queues full in

any given cycle.

Programs that achieved the best TLS speedups, such the full DIDUCE instru-

mentations of both Vortex and Perl, tend to have low violation rates and threads of

consistent and moderate length. Third Degree applied to Perl, on the other hand,

results in widely varying thread lengths. Because threads must wait to commit in

program order, large variations in thread lengths can leave short threads sitting idle

while waiting for longer (higher-priority) threads to commit first. In addition, widely

varying thread lengths generally indicate rather “bursty” thread creation. In some

periods there may be an excessive number of very short threads created, which are

inefficient on their own in terms of relatively constant per-thread overheads (like vali-

dating registers) but may also be evicting longer, more suitable outer-level threads. At

the other extreme, long-running sections of code without thread creation would tend

to lower the number of threads occupying the machine, limiting the parallel speedup

that could be achieved. We refer to these overall difficulties caused by widely-varying

thread lengths as “load imbalance”. As an example of the difficulties with Third

Degree applied to Perl experiences, we note that this execution ultimately commits

just 51% of the threads that are forked. Relatively poor branch prediction in this

benchmark also contributes to the number of orphaned and deleted threads. Third
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Statistics Pixie Third DIDUCE.1 DIDUCE
Vortex Perl Vortex Perl Vortex Perl Vortex Perl

TLS speedup 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.6

average # of active threads 4.2 4.3 3.2 4.7 2.5 2.1 3.4 3.2

% of threads

committed 99 91 80 51 98 83 99 93
evicted 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0
deleted 1 9 19 39 2 17 1 7

% of committed threads with

memory violation 0.0 0.0 5.5 1.7 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.0
register violation 0.0 0.0 0.4 8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

% of committed threads with

0-10 instructions 0 0 9 12 0 0 0 0
11-25 instructions 10 8 1 11 0 0 0 0
26-50 instructions 89 91 9 15 0 0 0 0
51-100 instructions 1 1 55 26 68 62 96 97
101-200 instructions 0 0 17 7 32 30 3 2
201-500 instructions 0 0 9 29 1 8 1 1
500+ instructions 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

% of thread cycles with

LSQ full 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 0

% of machine cycles with

0 fetches 30 28 20 12 21 17 28 26
1 fetch 28 30 28 24 31 44 25 23
2 fetches 42 43 52 64 48 40 46 51

% Icache miss rate 0.64 0.50 0.59 0.10 0.41 0.19 0.64 0.54
% Dcache miss rate 0.21 0.23 0.40 2.26 0.24 0.11 0.19 0.20
% L2 miss rate 0.27 0.89 0.23 4.21 1.44 4.36 0.25 0.42
% Branch misprediction rate 0.14 0.51 5.53 7.06 0.45 1.66 0.90 0.95

Figure 5.5: SMT4/t8 Statistics

Degree applied to Perl also has a significant number of register violations, the bulk

of which are return values that were not correctly predicted.

The statistics also indicate that this rather demanding instrumentation, Third

Degree applied to Perl, motivates the substantial 4-megabyte level-two cache that we

assume. All other benchmarks performed about the same with a significantly smaller

level-two cache.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of Calling Convention Optimization

5.2 Design Decisions and Monitoring Performance

The previous section showed how our monitoring code examples performed based on

the overall size of the machine and number of threads available. In this section we

explore how different microarchitectural design decisions and optimizations affect the

speedup we obtain from thread-level speculation. The graphs in this section show

changes to the baseline SMT4/t8 versus SMT4/t1 (or TLS) speedup resulting from

different design decisions. If the change made to the machine is equally applicable to

both single-threaded and TLS execution, then the change is of course made to both

machines before the new TLS speedup is determined.

5.2.1 Effect of Calling Convention Optimization

In Section 4.5, we described a calling convention optimization that dynamically skips

unneeded register restore operations in monitoring code procedures. The effects of
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Figure 5.7: Effect of L1/L2 Value Predictor Table Sizes

this optimization are included in the baseline results presented in Section 5.1. Fig-

ure 5.6 shows just how much this optimization improved our TLS performance. On

average, the TLS speedup is about 9% better than it would have been without the

optimization.

5.2.2 Effect of Return Value Prediction

Here we examine the effect that return value prediction has on the performance of our

benchmarks. Section 4.4 describes the two-level value predictor we use, and Figure 5.7

shows the performance results for predictors of various sizes. Of the benchmarks we

examined, only Third Degree benefited from return value prediction. In fact, Third

Degree applied to Perl requires value prediction to achieve any speedup at all. The

results show that a 128-entry first-level predictor table and 1024-entry second level

tables achieve most of the speedup. Doubling the sizes of the two second-level tables

to the default configuration of 2048 entries increases the performance modestly, while

an extremely large predictor provides almost no further benefit.
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Figure 5.8: Effect of Thread Initiation Overheads

We should note that simple last-value or stride-value predictors were insufficient

for the value predictions needed by Third Degree.

5.2.3 Effect of Thread Initiation Overheads

In our base design for thread speculation, we assume single-cycle flash copy of register

resulting in no overheads in starting new speculative threads. Here we look at the

performance achievable with less aggressive implementations. First, we assume a

four cycle delay from the time a new thread is created until it is allowed to begin

fetching. This reduces performance significantly, especially for Pixie monitoring, as

the monitoring routine is so small (on the order of ten to twenty instructions) that

any substantial thread creation overhead negates the benefits of TLS.

A second implementation option is made possible by recognizing that copying

the register state is the most costly part of creating a new thread. The starting fetch

address for the new thread is just a single value that is known immediately at creation

time, so a new thread could actually begin fetching while its input register state is
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Figure 5.9: Effect of Allowing Nested Speculation

being copied. Thus the “4cyc to dispatch” bar in Figure 5.8 shows the performance

assuming a new thread can begin fetching in the cycle immediately after creation,

but still must wait four cycles before its dispatch/rename pipeline stage is allowed

execute. This design is still not sufficient to execute Pixie well, but the DIDUCE

instrumentation in particular benefits from not needlessly delaying fetch.

5.2.4 Effect of Nested Speculation

General-purpose procedural speculation typically allows threads to be created in a

nested fashion, out of program order, as described in Section 2.5. However, some of the

more practical TLS proposals have found that the richer support for nested procedural

speculation can result in significant overheads for thread operations, particularly if

those operations are implemented in software[34]. In addition, support for nested

speculation requires that some per-thread hardware structures, such as the load-store

queues in our proposal, be able to reflect the dynamic thread ordering created at

runtime. This implies full connectivity between the per-thread elements, as a crossbar
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or bus-based connection topology would provide. Out-of-order nested thread creation

would not be compatible with a static and linear hardware-based ordering that a ring-

based topology, for example, would give.

Speculating on procedures can still be supported with simpler hardware and/or

simpler software if we restrict nested speculation at runtime. Figure 5.9 shows perfor-

mance results of two variations on this approach. With the first, labeled “Flat/Kill”,

threads speculating on outer procedure calls are automatically killed when a higher-

priority (less speculative) thread wishes to fork. The second, labeled “Flat/Suppress”

only allows forking by the most speculative thread currently in the machine; any at-

tempted forks by higher-priority threads are suppressed. Of course, a single executing

thread is both highest and lowest priority, so it would be able to fork in both varia-

tions.

The Pixie, DIDUCE, and DIDUCE.1 instrumentations show no change in per-

formance because the speculated instrumentation routines are leaf procedures; no

nested thread creation is even attempted. Third Degree does create nested threads,

and while performance degrades in all cases, neither of the two schemes is preferable

across the board. An analysis of thread priority at the time of attempted forks sug-

gests why. In the baseline case where we allow nesting, 52% of threads created with

Perl are nested (not of lowest priority when created), while with Vortex the figure

is only 19%. Thus the programs have an overall preference as to where they create

threads. Still, the overall point to be made is that our performance results are not

highly dependent on full support for nested thread creation.

5.2.5 Effect of Front-end Pipeline Stages

Figure 5.10 shows the effects of adding extra pipeline stages to the front-end of the six-

stage pipeline shown in Figure 4.2. The graph labels are of the form (+m/+n), where

m is the number of extra stages inserted between fetch and decode/rename (“fetch

stages”), while n is the number of extra stages inserted between decode/rename and

issue (“issue stages”). Only additional fetch stages effectively delay the creation of

new threads, while both types lengthen the overall pipeline and increasing the branch
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Figure 5.10: Effect of Additional (Fetch/Issue) Front-end Pipeline Stages

misprediction recovery time. First we examine adding three additional fetch stages

only. This makes our TLS execution of the Pixie instrumentation impractical, as the

monitoring routine is quite small (about fifteen instructions). The other benchmarks

also suffer significant performance loss; the mean TLS speedup for them is only 1.2.

Some of the performance could potentially be gained back by initiating new thread

fetch at an earlier stage, much as was described with thread overheads in Section 5.2.3.

As we see with the next set of bars, performance is significantly less sensitive to extra

issue stages. If we instead add just two fetch stages but then add three extra stages

before issue, the results are almost uniformly better than we obtained with three fetch

stages, particularly for the Pixie instrumentations. Clearly these threads need to be

started early in a long pipeline if they are to be effective.

5.2.6 Effect of Number of LSQ Entries

Figure 5.11 shows the TLS performance when each thread is given a load-store queue

with 32, 64 (the default), or 128 entries. The effects are fairly minimal and somewhat
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Figure 5.11: Effect of Number of LSQ Entries
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Figure 5.13: Effect of Interthread LSQ Hit Latency

variable, largely because the additional queue entries help the baseline single-threaded

performance that the TLS performance is measured against. The raw IPC perfor-

mance of SMT4/t8, shown in Figure 5.12, increases from 5.46 to 6.67 when moving

from 32 to 64 entries per queue, and again increases slightly to 6.72 with 128 en-

tries. Thus a queue size of 64 entries seems to provide the most of the achievable

performance.

5.2.7 Effect of Interthread Load-store Queue Latency

Using the load-store queues to buffer the speculative state as well as detect data

dependence violations does significantly complicate their design. Our base design

assumes a one-cycle hit time if a matching store is contained in a thread’s own load-

store queue, but a two-cycle hit time if instead the only match (or matches) are found

in the queues of of other, higher priority threads. This two-cycle latency includes the

time needed to do a priority selection of the multiple hits that may be found in other

threads’ queues as described in Section 4.3. Figure 5.13 shows how performance is
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Figure 5.14: Effect of Memory Port Design

affected if the interthread latency requirements are relaxed and we instead assume

a 3-cycle or 4-cycle latency for interthread queue hits. We see that Pixie is the

instrumentation that is most sensitive to this latency; the other benchmarks are

relatively insensitive to modest increases in the interthread hit latency.

5.2.8 Effect of Memory Port Design

Figure 5.14 shows how TLS performance changes based on how the memory interface

and ports are designed. First off, all the configurations we examine utilize write-

combining, meaning that stores attempting to write to the same cache line in the

same cycle are able to share a single cache port. This is particularly important to

expedite the bursts of writes that occur when a thread commits.

Our base SMT4 design, whose performance is shown with the black bars,‘ uses

ideal memory ports; that is, each port can be used to access any location. When we

move to a banked cache organization, where the first-level data cache is four-way line
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Figure 5.15: Effect of Memory Port Design on IPC

interleaved for the four memory ports, the performance impact is relatively modest.

For both the banked and ideal implementations, we examined an additional read-

combining optimization, where multiple loads can be satisfied by a single port access

if they are accessing the same cache line, much like the “load all wide” optimiza-

tion described by Wilson[59]. This optimization significantly helps with the banked

configuration, but with ideal ports the TLS performance gain is reduced when read-

combining is added. This is because we also add read-combining to the baseline

single-threaded performance (SMT4/t1) before calculating TLS speedup, and read-

combining actually provides more benefit to a single thread than overall to multiple

threads. For load instructions to be combined into a single cache access, each load

must still separately access an LSQ port to ensure that no matching stores are present.

In the single-threaded case, lower contention for the LSQ-only ports allows more ex-

tensive use of read-combining. If we look at the overall IPC numbers for SMT4/t8

in Figure 5.15, we see that the IPC achieved for the configurations is pretty similar,

apart from the reduced performance of banked memory without read-combining.
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Overall read-combining appears to be a useful optimization when memory ports

are limited (banked or interleaved) but does not appear very beneficial when the

memory port organization is already fairly aggressive.

5.2.9 Summary

Our experiments show that thread-level speculation is a useful mechanism for re-

ducing the runtime overheads associated with monitoring code and instrumentation.

A wide, simultaneous multithreading-based machine is able to exploit quite a bit of

instruction-level parallelism in the code, but adding thread-level speculation support

provides a substantial boost to overall performance. While the overheads are by no

means eliminated, we believe that instrumented programs represent another class of

programs for which thread-level speculation is quite appropriate.

5.3 Fine-grained Transactions

We now turn to the second part of the monitor-and-recover proposal–the use of fine-

grained transactions for recovery. In Section 5.3.1, we describe some sample programs

that could benefit from fine-grained transactional recovery, as well as the error detec-

tion mechanism that are used. Next, we evaluate whether the buffering capabilities

of our machine are sufficient for these examples in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Example Programs

To demonstrate the ability of our proposed machine to monitor for buffer overruns

and recover from them using transactions, we examined some sample vulnerabilities

in common UNIX programs. We use detection methods based on two tools designed

to catch these types of errors: Libsafe[53] and StackGuard[9]. Libsafe is a library

of replacement versions for unsafe C string library functions, while StackGuard in-

struments the run-time stack to check if the return addresses have been tampered

with.
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Our first example is an ftp daemon implementation bftpd, version 1.0.22. The

program has a vulnerability when processing an ftp chown command, due to a call to

sscanf() from the cmd chown() routine. We wrap the cmd chown() routine into a

transaction and return a failure code if the transaction aborts. The monitoring code

we use to detect this error is a modified version of sscanf() from Libsafe. Before

executing the potentially dangerous code, it does a backwards traversal of the stack

and copies frame pointer and return address values into its own private storage. It

then executes the sscanf() and traverses the stack again to see if any frame pointers

or return address were overwritten. If so, the transaction is aborted.

The second example is imapd, the IMAP daemon from the Pine 4.00 distribution.

It contains a call to strcpy() from the mail auth() function that can potentially

cause an overflow. We wrap the mail auth() function to create our transaction, and

in case of an abort we return NULL. The detection code we use is again from Libsafe,

but in this case the stack traversal only needs to be done once. Before executing the

real strcpy(), the monitoring code locates which particular stack frame contains the

destination buffer. If the length of the source string is greater than the size of that

frame, an error is signaled and we abort the transaction.

Our final example is ntpd, the network time protocol daemon, version 3.1.1. In

the ctl getitem() routine, which processes user input strings, there is a bug in the

string manipulation code that can result in an overrun of a static buffer. We detect

this error using a process much like StackGuard instrumentation. We manually add

guard locations around the static variables of the procedure, and initialize them to

known values at the beginning of the call. After the body of the procedure has

executed, but before it returns, we check these guard locations to see if the values

have been overwritten. If so, we abort and return NULL. If the values are correct,

we commit the transaction before returning.

We should note that the stack traversal code necessary for our Libsafe implemen-

tation (used in the imapd and bftpd examples) is complicated by the standard Alpha

calling conventions. In these conventions, the frame pointer is not stored at a con-

stant position in the frame. Because of this, we implemented a static analysis which

examines the program binary and outputs, for each call site, the offset at which the
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frame pointer is stored in the callee’s frame. This information is saved to a file, then

read into a hash table at the beginning of program execution. During runtime, when

we wish to follow a frame pointer back to its parent frame, we dereference the frame

pointer to obtain the return address, which is then used to index into the hash table

to yield the frame pointer offset. This offset is added to the current frame pointer

and the result is dereferenced to yield the location of the parent frame.

Note that if a callee could not be determined statically (due to an indirect call

through a function pointer, for example), a heavyweight system library call can be

used to determine the parent frame pointer, though this did not occur in our examples.

5.3.2 Fine-grained Transaction Experimental Results

We have validated our implementation on our simulator, and measured the amount of

state that was buffered in each transaction, as shown in Figure 5.16. First we show the

natural amount of data generated by the original code that is wrapped by executing

it with native C library functions and no instrumentation. The next two experiments,

suffixed with inst, show the amount of state generated in the monitor-and-recover

version of the benchmarks for both valid inputs that allow the transaction to commit,

as well as an exploit input that causes a buffer overrun and aborts the transaction.

The sample transactions we looked at all fit into our default 4-way set associative

32K L1 data cache. Of course, larger transactions or smaller, less associative caches

would present a problem. A 2-way 16K L1, or a 1-way 32K L1, for example, cannot

buffer our largest transaction: bftpd-inst running with exploit inputs. In fact, even

with valid data inputs, bftpd-inst’s transaction is too large for a 16K direct-mapped

cache or a 4K 2-way associative cache. For cases such as these, we examined how

often the operating system handler described in Section 4.6 would need to be invoked.

We distinguish between two possible modes of operation. First, the handler could

only be invoked on store operations. If we have a load miss and the target cache set is

full of speculative data, could just fetch the missing line, provide the needed data to

the CPU, and then immediately discard the line instead of saving it in the L1 cache.

This policy minimizes the number of handler invocations but reduces the effectiveness
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of the cache in minimizing load latency–effectively speculative stores would have

priority over loads in occupying the cache. In the second mode of operation, the

handler executes for any load or store that wishes to allocate an entry in a cache

set that is already full with speculative data. The choice of operation should be

made based upon the relative overheads of executing the handler more often vs. the

increased memory access time if loads are not able to bring data into the L1 for

repeated access. Given the expected overheads, invoking the handler only for stores

seems it would typically be the best choice.

Figure 5.17 shows how often the operating system handler must be invoked when

the bftpd-inst example is executed with valid inputs on our machine with smaller,

less associative L1 data caches. Any L1 caches larger or more associative than the

configurations listed have sufficient buffering to not require the handler. The worst

case in this example for the store handler requires roughly 3.5% of stores in the

transaction to invoke the handler (23 invocations out of 658 stores).

We determine the overall L1 miss rate of the transaction by executing it repeatedly

in a tight loop until the miss rate stabilizes. The “native” L1 data cache miss rate

for the instrumented transaction is shown in the third column; this is the natural

miss rate obtained for the transaction if no transactional buffering (and therefore no

“pinning” of data) was done in the L1. We see that the store-only handler does indeed

require significantly fewer invocations, though it does cause a 14% increase in cache

misses with a 4K direct-mapped cache. Keep in mind that most of these transaction-

induced level-one cache misses will at least wind up hitting in the second-level cache,

however.

The larger bftpd-inst execution with exploit inputs does require more handler

executions–up to 176 when executing with a direct-mapped 4K L1. Still, the handler

is only executing for 1.7% of the 10,371 stores performed in the transaction. This

seems like an acceptable response to such an aberrational data input.
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Application Input Transactional State
bytes cache lines # of stores

ntpd valid 92 5 15
ntpd-inst valid 132 8 26
ntpd-inst exploit 312 13 227
bftpd valid 796 34 353
bftpd-inst valid 1,180 49 658
bftpd-inst exploit 2,072 74 10,371
imapd valid 40 2 10
imapd-inst valid 248 10 82
imapd-inst exploit 368 15 110

Figure 5.16: Buffer Overrun Transactions

Store Handler only Loads and Stores
Cache Miss Handler Miss Handler Miss
Size Assoc Rate Invocations Rate Invocations Rate

8K 2 1.25% 1 1.55% 2 1.29%
4K 2 3.28% 1 3.60% 2 3.35%
16K 1 1.58% 6 1.93% 8 1.58%
8K 1 4.32% 13 4.96% 22 4.32%
4K 1 6.56% 14 7.50% 23 6.56%

Figure 5.17: Handling L1 Transaction Overflows for bftpd-inst, valid input

5.3.3 Summary

Our buffer-overflow examples show how fine-grained transactions can be a useful

tool in helping programmers write more reliable code. Certainly the fine-grained

transaction support we propose is not suited for all programming situations, but we

feel that the more tools the programmer has available, the better. We also evaluate

how a fall-back handler-based solution can be used to allow transactions to complete,

albeit slowly, when limited hardware buffering is exhausted.
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5.4 Related Work

Speculative thread-level parallelism has been proposed by many different researchers,

typically for the purposes of speeding up sequential integer programs. We discuss a

number of these proposals at length in Section 2.8.

While many of the proposed machines could support the programming models we

have described, our base architecture most closely resembles the DMT[1] and IMT[37]

processors, which are both extensions of the Simultaneous Multithreading machine

proposal[55]. The DMT and IMT are described in general in Section 2.8, so here

we will only outline the main differences between the machines and our proposed

machine.

The DMT does not have a mechanism for predicting return values, so we add a

small value predictor for monitoring instrumentations that may communicate occa-

sionally with the main computation, or complicated instrumentations that are de-

composed into multiple functions. The DMT speculates on procedure continuations

and loop continuations (the code after a loop), while we discuss only procedures here.

Loop speculation is not relevant to the instrumentation code and transactions that

we wish to support. The most significant difference between the machines is that

the DMT does trace buffering of the speculative thread execution; this allows for

selective recovery of only those instructions which must be re-executed due to data

dependences. While this is obviously preferable, performance wise, to our scheme

where all instructions in a thread must be re-executed, the implementation costs of

this trace re-execution ability appear to be quite high.

The IMT is more like our machine in that it does not have trace buffers for

selective thread recovery. Threads, however, are chosen using compiler heuristics,

with preference given to loop iterations. As general TLS performance on the base IMT

was initially slower than single-thread performance, a number of optimizations were

added, such as thread-context multiplexing, resulting in an overall integer speedup of

1.2.

Transactional memory implementations have been proposed using a variety of

implementations: hardware[20, 47], software[44], and combinations thereof[28]. The
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hardware implementation proposed by Herlihy is closest to ours[20]. The intention is

to provide lock-free execution when shared data is used by multiple processors. Soft-

ware can issue a direct instruction to abort a transaction, but the commit instruction

is only a request, as the transactional may have already been invalidated by another

processor.

Herlihy’s proposal utilizes a separate, fully associative transaction cache to lessen

overflows caused by set conflicts. The transaction cache proposed is smaller than

the primary cache by a factor of thirty-two, however. This suggests that the trans-

actional (shared) data is expected to be small, and that non-shared variables will

not be transactional–even though they may be used and updated concurrently with

transactional variables. Thus it is the programmer’s responsibility to determine which

memory accesses need to be transactional and which do not. In our scheme, all me-

mory accesses are transactional, as we focus on providing single-threaded “undo”

functionality as opposed to lock-free synchronization.

Rollback and recovery in large-scale distributed systems have been studied

extensively[12]. The Recovery-Oriented Computing proposal includes a conceptual

extension of “undo” functionality (common in desktop applications) to more compli-

cated system administration tasks, such as configuring a mail server[2]. They have

implemented a mail server that uses logging and checkpointing to, for example, “roll

back” a virus infected or misconfigured server, allow for the correction of the error,

and then “replay” logged external interactions so that those valid transactions are

not lost. Additional research looks at reducing the time it takes to reboot or restart

a service in order to increase availability.

Our goal is to support fine-grained transactions with little or no overhead so they

can become prevalent in everyday code. Speculative thread-level parallelism is being

considered by many microprocessor designers, and chips utilizing it have already been

released[52]. If chips implementing TLS become widely deployed, we feel it would be

an excellent opportunity to leverage that functionality to deliver additional usability

and reliability without much additional cost.

Executing “subordinate” code (such as prefetching code or exception handlers) in
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separate threads has been suggested by a number of researchers to improve perfor-

mance, but those threads never create any committed side effects[61].

Patil and Fischer have proposed Shadow Processing to hide the overheads of run-

time checking by executing the checks in a separate program on another processor[38].

This shadow program is generated by a source-to-source tool which slices the original

program into a reduced form containing only the instructions needed for checking.

Any non-reproducible computations, such as user inputs or system calls, are forwarded

from the original to the shadow. They find that the resulting overheads in the original

program are typically below 10%, but the shadow process can take up to ten times

longer to complete. Of course, the continued execution of the main program is not

recoverable. Thus, unlike our scheme, it is not generally possible for the checker to

interact with or even stop the main process before serious errors or data corruption

have occurred. For non-interactive “passive” instrumentation, however, there is a

clear performance benefit from the user’s perspective.

There have been proposals to use speculation to provide efficient support for lock-

ing. Martinez and Torellas propose buffering the states of critical sections in the

processor cache to allow that code to execute while waiting in the background for

the lock to be made available[32]. This can bring usability benefits to the program

writer in that they can use coarser-granularity locks without suffering the usual per-

formance degradation that results. Rajwar and Goodman suggest speculative lock

elision, where lock operations are speculatively eliminated[41]. The on-chip write

buffers are made part of the coherent state in order to allow for effectively atomic

updates.
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Conclusions

Thread-level speculation has been the subject of intense research interest, but as of

yet has not been found to provide substantial performance improvements to general-

purpose uniprocessor code without rather costly hardware assumptions. A stronger

case for TLS has been made in various programming subdomains: Java programs,

multimedia programs, irregular scientific codes, and programs modified via manual

transformations, for example. We believe TLS can also be used to decrease the

overheads associated with runtime instrumentation, as well as provide new software

capabilities to the program writer.

In summary, we advocate the use of a monitor-and-recover programming paradigm

to create more reliable software, and propose an architectural design that allows the

software and hardware to cooperate in making this paradigm more efficient and easier

to use.

Programmers simply write monitoring functions assuming the normal sequen-

tial execution semantics. For recovery, routines that may not complete properly are

wrapped as “transactions” whose side effects can be discarded or committed as a

whole. Our proposed try...abort...catch syntax for transactions is similar to that

of an exception-handling construct, but it is much easier for programmers to deal

with because all side effects, including register and memory updates, are discarded

after an abort operation.

101
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To support this monitor-and-recover paradigm efficiently, our proposed architec-

ture gives software the control over the basic hardware mechanisms originally designed

for thread-level speculation. We let the software specify that procedural speculation

should be applied to specific monitoring functions. Because of the relative indepen-

dence between the original code and the instrumentation, speculative parallelism is

likely to be effective, thus hiding much of the costs of monitoring. The machine still

guarantees sequential programming semantics, so exceptions or corrective actions can

be handled accurately and safely should the monitoring function fail. We also show

how our transaction construct can be translated directly into machine instructions

that control when speculation begins and when to abort or commit the speculative

state.

Our experiments with four different examples of execution monitoring suggest that

TLS hardware can significantly reduce the overhead of monitoring–by a factor of 1.5

over a very wide superscalar with similar execution resources. Our average IPC of

6.6 is significantly greater than typical results obtained when thread-level speculation

is applied to arbitrary sequential programs. As such, monitored execution represents

an additional class of programs where TLS execution can be quite effective. We also

show how the concept of fine-grain transactional programming is potentially useful

in catching and recovering from buffer overrun exploit examples.

There is obviously more work to be done to justify the expense of adding thread-

level speculation support to general-purpose processors. Achieving good general-

purpose TLS performance has proven very challenging and costly from a hardware

perspective. Recent trends in computer architecture have been more reflective of

computing environments where superb single-threaded program performance may

not be the solitary goal, so mainstream CPUs are increasingly being designed with

multiple cores and multiple threads available. Still, TLS could represent an attractive

way to harness these multiple threads for specific single-threaded programs that are

suitable, and as we’ve shown can provide qualitative benefits to the user as well.

Apart from hardware trends, the reliability of software (or lack thereof) looks as

if it is becoming a larger problem every day. With the abundance of computation

resources available and the rather sorry state of software reliability in general, we
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feel confident that some forms of hardware support for more reliable and trustworthy

code are certain to be deployed in the future.
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